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5. We feel that the Suez problem is t.'te outgrowth of
Pag, a situation in the Middle East' which cannot go on in

definitely. We are not taking a position or prejudging
the outcome, but we must point out that that part of
the world will continue to he a threat to wond peace
so 'I,ong as 'the,S!,·tu,ation is nO,t settled b,". peace t1'eati,·,es
among the parties concerned. To consider any' other
solution possible would, in our opinion, be a serious
mistake. '
6. In the Seourity Coundl and in the Assembly's first
emergency speoia:1 session, we voted in favour of all
the measures adopted to end the state of hostilities
beaween Egypt, on the one hand, and the United King-
dom, France and Israel,' 011 the other. We did so in
compliance with th~ clear and positive precepts of the

AGENDA ITEM 9 Charter, and our action had the merit of being that of
General debate (contin'ued) a country which not only enjoys friendly relations with

the people of Egypt, but also has ancient bonds of all
SPEECHES BY MR. NUNEZ PORTUONDO (CUBA), MR. kinds; including very Important commercial relations,

FAWZI (EGYPT), MR. ABDULGANI (INDONESIA). with the British Commonwealth, France and Israel.
"1' MR. ALDUNATE (CHILE), MR. PANYARACHUN We hope and desire that all Member States realize that
, (THAIIJAND), MR. URQufA (EL SALVADO~) AND our combined efforts must bring about a 'lasting peaceI MR. CANAS (COSTA RICA) through the recognition of the ,legitimate rights of the

States concerned.'
1. Mr. NU:&EZ PORTUONDO (Cuba) (translafed 7. The situation in Hungary, as we have said re-
from Spanish) : The Cuban delegation is happy to con- peated1y and say again, constitutes a disgrace to man-
gratulate the President, on his well deserved election, kind. Recent history records no act more illegal or un-
and wishes him the greatest success in discharging the J.ust tbanthat.' oeroetrated bv the Gov."emmenr of, the
duties of his office. r--r- " .

Soviet Union and its mighty army in Hungary. Nobody
2. The general debate of this eleventh 'session of the can condone such acts, for they are contrary to civilized
General Assembly has begun at a time when the inter- behaviour and to the most rudimentary principles of
national situation is such that even the most optimistic the coexistence of peoples. The Hungarian people were

'could not describe it as satisfactory. The Government entitled to establish the fonn of government they
and the people of Cuba are extremely concerned over wanted. The intervention of Soviet troops-as a result
the attempt being made to 'set up a policy that dis- of which 65,000 Hungarian citizens have been ,ldlled,
regards the principles of international Jaw and the twice that number, including women and c!rl'ldren, seri-
obligations arising out of treaties as well as out of agree- ously 'wounded, and those taken prisoner deported to
ments reached by the Security Coundl and the General Siberia-is a serious violation of the Convention on the
Assembly of the United Nations. We insist, and we Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide,
shall always insist, that all Member States must fuJ& the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
their international obligations and eomplywith our principle of self-determination. and non-intervention,
resolutions, whether these are to their ady~tageor ~ot; which constitute the very corner-stone of our interna-
any other course would reduce the Unifed Nations tionai Organization.
to an impotent body without authority before the peoples 8.· The Cuban Government egain protests most vehe-
of the world. men1l1y against those excesses of the Soviet troops, and
. It is clearly fitting that I should say, in this con- publicly .states that it will continue to insist that the
exion, that it is not enough to demand rights, it is right of the unhappy people of Hungary to live in peace
sonecessary to fulfil the obligations which the Charter without the ,iHegal intervention of foreign troops should

, poses on aM Member States; and, until we all agree be recognized. ,
n that, we cannot say that the United Nations is truly 9. The economic items on our agenda are of great
'ving up to the purposes for which it was established. interest to the people and Government of Cuba and, un-
, In the view of the Cuban delegation,' there are two questionably, to the other countries of Latin America.
urrent problems of special g.ravity and importance, 10. The cause of the domestic problems in the Latin-
amely, the so-called Suez question, with all it implies, American countries is clearly economic,aud those who
d the case of Hungary, We have already explained do not realize that fact are in error, ""Ve can state,
r position on these questions in the Security Council without fear ofc(.lntradiction, that the economic de-
d in the General Assembly, so that we shall confine velopment of our countries is not keeping pace with the

,ourselves here to a few brief remarks. growth of our popu~ati011. As a result, the economic
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many years in which there was no return at all. As a
natural consequence, the Cuban economy was unstable
from 1902 to 1952. Its import economy suffered from
the same lack of sta:biility.
17. To Illustrate the tremendous efforts made by the
Cuban. Government to resolve its eC?1l0mic pr?bletns
we point to the programme of economic and 'SOCIal de.
velopment that was inaugurated in 195-2 and has been ,
continuing ever since. The basic objective of the pro-, !
gramme is to achieve the diversification of Cuban pro.
duction. The President of Cuba, Mr. Batista, was the
author of this initiative, and he 'had the vigorous back- I
:ing of our National Bank, headed by Mr. Marti\l6Z
Saenz.
18. Within the ,limits of this statement, I should like
to give the Assembly a comprehensive picture of what
we have accomplished. I do this, not in a spirit of idle
boasting, but to show that if we have not resolved our
problems entirely, it is because under-developed coun
tries cannot do so alone, without the help of the more
developed countries. Let us bear in mind the principle
that, just as peace is indivisible, so must the prosperity
and well-being of the masses of the people also be
indivisible. .
19. Under the economic development plan, the follow
ing are the principal legislative measures that have
been adopted to promote our economic activity. The
Act to encourage industry' provides. that new industries
established in Cuba shall be exempt, for a period of
five to ten years, from duty on machinery, equipment
and raw materials imported for the use of those in
dustries, as well as from national and local taxes,
including profits taxes.
20. Another law is intended to encourage the invest
ment of foreign capital and gives investors the privilege
of withdrawing their money from the country free
pf tax; it guarantees parity of Cuban currency with;
foreign currency at the same rate at which the foreign i
currency was changed into Cuban currency. It might
be useful to note here that our peso has the same value
as the United States dollar.
21. The impetus to m' "V for encouraging the con-
struction of medium at, <cost housing was given .
by the Banco de Hipo, Aseguradas [Mortgage
Insurance Bank], which is conducted on the same lines
as the Federal Housing Administration in the United
States and is intended to provide employees and
workers with funds to build their own homes. We
have also enacted a law on what is known as "floor
occupancy" ownership, an arrangement that makes
possible the acquiring of a single apartment in an
apartment building.
22. There is also a very progressive law on petroleum,
under which loans are granted for oil-prospecting, and
other substantial benefits are conferred. We are happy
to be able to state that, as a result of this legislation
a great deal of prospecting is now being done in Cuba
by local and foreign companies, which in some cases
are meeting with success. We have also set up a fund
to promote the production of rice, coffee, beans and
maize, with the result that our output of these com
modities is the highest ever recorded, and we are now
exporting coffee and maize.
23'. We have set up an Instituto Cubano de Investi
gaciones Tecnol6gicas [Cuban Technological Research
Institute] to facilitate the study of new uses. for local
products and the possibilities of developing new
products.
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situation is steadily deteriorating and is breeding a dis
content among the people which cannot be dispelled
merely by political formulas.
11. We haveoften said, and we 'repeat it now with full
conviction, that the flow of private capital alone to our
countries, without the assistance of intemational public
capital, is inadequate for our economic development.
The reason is obvious. Private foreign capital [s directed
to investments yielding better returns than are obtain
able in the countries of origin, and it is not invested in
undertakings that are not self-amortizing but yet, in
most cases, are indispensable to the prosperity of our
countries.
12. We should not forget that Latin America is today
the 'largest and safest repository of strategic materials
and of 3111 types of commodities in the world. We might
add that Latin America is potentially able to supply the
whole free world with fuel. To recognize that fact and

.to make the necessary capital investments is the best
way to guarantee an honourable and stable peace.
13. . Consequently we, the peoples of Latin America.
welcomed with deep satisfaction the statements made at
the' Panama Conference of Heads of State, held in July
1956, by the President of the United States, Mr. Eisen
hower, in which he urged closer economic co-operation
among all the peoples and Governments of this hemi
sphere. The Government and people of Cuba are con
vinced that the forthcoming meetings at Washington
of the representatives of the heads of American States
will have incalculable benefits if, as President Eisen
hower said, current problems are examined honestly
and candidly and with a firm determination to solve them
in a manner that is fair to ali the parties concerned.
14. The economic problem of Cuba is very similar to
that of most Latin American countries. For reasons
beyond the control of our Government, it has proved
impossible to expand our sugar industry, which is our
chief industry, to meet the requirements of our increased
population. Our main market, the United States, has
set up systems of import quotas, protective tariffs and
subsidies, in order to increase its own domestic pro
duction. That is the example set by the country with
the highest. level of Iiving' in the world. Countries 'lack
ing sufficient currency reserves to pay for their imports
automatically reduce their purchases of sugar. Cuba
must consequently develop other sources of production
and wealth if it is to maintain its economic activity at
a satisfactory minimum level.
15. A programme of diversification is, however, im
perative not only as a means of increasing our economic
activity at a rate commensurate with the growth of our
population, but also to enable 11S to make drastic reforms
in the structure of our economy.
16. In the past, Cuba's economy was based on a sing,le
export commodity, and consequently suffered from that
structural defect. Our wealth would rise to abnormal
heights in times of war ; war and sugar prosperity
went hand in hand. At those times, our volume of pro
duction rose tremendously, our .foreign exchange fol
lowed a similar course, and inflation was rife. The op
posite would take place at the end of a war, when
countries began to produce their own 'sugar and dis
pensed with imports. As a result, the price of sugar
would go down, and our volume of exports would reach
its Iowest level. The economy of the country would thus
fluctuate between prosperity and extreme poverty. That
is how the Cuban economy came to be called a kind of
"lottery" economy. Sometimes it won first prize and
became rich, but it paid tor the lottery ticket in the
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24. Another new Act authorizes the National Bank
of Cuba to promote the exploitation of local gold mines,
a number of which are in private hands but for one
reason or another are not being worked. Lack of
capital is believed to be the real reason for inactivity
in each case. The Act has solved the problem by
making operation of the mines compulsory but tax-free.
25. A number of specialized credit institutions have
been set up to facilitate the granting of loans for eco
nomic activities. One of these is the Financiera Na
clonal de Cuba [National Finance Agency of Cuba),
the purpose of which is to finance self-amortizing public
works carried out by State and municipal authorities.
The Government has made possible the execution of
a large number of major projects such as the tunnel
beneath Havana Bay, the expansion of the Havana
water-supply service and the expansion of the pro
gramme of the Compafiia Cubana de Electricidad for
increasing the supply of electric power.
26. We have also established the Banco Cubano de
Comercio Exterior [Cuban Bank' for Foreign Trade]
with a view to finding new markets for local products
and solving the problem of exporting them to customers
in countries with depreciated currencies.
27. There is also the Banco de Desanrollo Economico
y Social [Bank for Economic and Social Development],
set up to act as the Government's financial agent for
the placement of bonds issued in pursuance of the law
on economic and social development, to provide facilities
for the discounting by commercial banks of long-term
bills for economic development along the lines of,what
is done in commercial practice by the National Bank
of Cuba, and to grant direct loans to private companies
and government agencies in connexion with agricul
tural, industrial and mining programmes, There is also
a Fondo de Seguro de Depositos [Deposits Insurance
Fund], with an initial capital of $10 million, that is to
be supplemented by an additional $5,400,000, in the
form of annual contributions from the National Bank of
Cuba and the associated private banks. The news of this
fund's establishment has greatly increased the use of
banking facilities, and especially of savings accounts,
which were previously insecure and unproductive.
28. We have also set up a Comisi6n Ejecutiva Na
clonal de Cooperacion Agricola y Minera [National
Executive Conunittee for Co-operation in Agriculture
and Mining], with an initial capital of $6 million
derived from the economic and social development pro
gramme. The purpose of this agency is to help provide
small farmers and mining operators with equipment at
moderate cost. This is one way of increasing agricul
tural and mining production in our country, for small
investors are thus able to start producing without
having to layout large sums on equipment.
29. The effect of all these efforts on Cuba's economy
has been considerable. One striking example of the
Success of the programme just referred to is the invest..
ment of $10 million for the purchase of new equipment
for the Compafiia Cubana de Aviacion [Cuban Aviation
Company], including two "Super-Constellations" for
the international routes to Madrid, Mexico and New
York, and four "Viscounts" for the Havana-Miami and
local routes. We have spent $20 million in cash for
purchase of the shares of the Ferrocarriles Unidos de
La Habana [United Havana Railways], which operate

'. ',1 Cuba, from the former British owners and for the
immediate rehabilitation of the network. In other
words, we have nationalized these formerly British
owned railways and paid spot cash.

30. We have spent $10 million on the purchase and
installation of RCA FM [Radio Corporation of
America, Frequency Modulation] telecommunication
equipment, with the result that Cuba is the only coun
try in the world today baving its entire territory served
by a modern telecommunication system of this type.
A sum of $6 million was used to set up the first news
print factory to use bagasse of sugar cane as its raw
material.
31. Our total electricity output rose from 164,000 kW
in 1950 to 267,000 kW in 1955. This represents an
increase of 63 per cent, which was brought about at
an investment cost of $74 million. A new five-year
programme to increase the production of electric power,
and calling for the investment of $147 million, will
result in a still further increase to 549,000 kW by
1960, or a rise of 335 per cent over the 1950 figure.
The financing of the programme has been made possible
through the co-operation of the Import-Export Bank
of Washington and the Financiera Nacional de Cuba,
and the help of local and foreign investors.

32. We have begun work on the construction, for
completion in 1957, of a hydroelectric plant on the
Hanabanilla river in Las Villas province which will
have a probable output of 20,000 kW and will cost
14 million pesos. Two other electric-power projects.
are under study; one is a 20,000 kW plant for eastern
Havana and the other a plant on the Toa river in
Oriente province.

33. Cuba's petroleum production, though still very
low, rose from 48,600 barrels of forty-two gallons in
1953 to 307,852 barrels during the first half of 1956.
This development of our petroleum output and the
possibilities of a further increase have spurred invest
ments in the construction of refineries. The Esso
Standard Oil Company, for example, has invested $30
million, the Texas Company $14 million, the Corn
pafiia Petrolera Shell $24 million and the Compafiia
Nacional Petrolera de Cuba $10 million.

34. As regards public works completed by the Gov
ernment, the figures are: 108 new highways with a
total length of 1,380 kilometres built, and 128 rebuilt or
repaired; 953 secondary roads or by-roads with a total
length of 6,538 kilometres built; 126 bridges, built and
23 repaired or improved; 32 aqueducts built and 10
repaired or improved; 693 sewerage and drainage
systems installed; 23 kilometres of new streets and
pavements built at Havana alone, and 112 kilometres
rebuilt or repaired. In addition, 8 hospitals have been
built, 8 have been enlarged and 2 have been rebuilt
or repaired; and 5 large schools have been built and
1 rebuilt. Other projects carried out under the eco
nomic and social development programme include the
construction of 5 new airports and the reconstruction
of a sixth.
35. The Government is at present engaged in build..
ing 55 new roads with a total length of 1,700 kilo
metres, repairing 33 with a total length of 141 kilo
metres and extending another 2 with a total length
of 23 kilometres. Other new construction includes 461
main and secondary highways with a total length of
2,877 kilometres; 35 bridges; 14 aqueducts; and 170
sewerage systems. In addition, 7 new hospitals are
being built and ~ repaired; 4 large schools are being
built and 5 repaired; and 3 new airports are being built
and 5 repaired. In addition, plans are being completed
and will shortly be put into effect for building 23 roads.
with a' total length of 675. kilometres, for repairing 7
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completely disregard the will of the people concerned,
and even more so the dual standard of being an anti..
colonialist in one part of the world while observing
with unconcern the bitter sufferings inflicted on certain
peoples by the militant colonialist policy of the Soviet
Union.
42. Mr. FAWZI (Egypt): This has been a particu
larly stormy year. Yet the dark and angry clouds have
had their silver lining.
43. The deadlock over the admission of new Mem-

. bers-which for years had shut the door of the United
Nations to many worthy applicants-was broken1 and
it has become the goon fortune of this Organization to
add to its membership nineteen countries which will

'surely make valuable contributions on behalf of its
purposes and ideals. .
44. In the field of using atomic energy for peaceful
purposes, further steps were made which, for the most
part, have been in the right direction, aiming at speed
ing and at properly organizing the peaceful use of this
immense power in. the best interest of humanity at
large, and not as a monopoly to serve the selfish and
dangerous ambitions of the few. .
45. At the same time, redoubled-though not so far
successful-efforts have been made to control nuclear,
thermonuclear and conventional weapons; and the
movement to prohibit the use of, and even the experi
mentation with, atomic and hydrogen bombs has gainedl .
in strength.
46. . Yet all these encouraging features of the events
of the year cannot, in the opinion of many, equal in
importance the growing sense of moral values, and the
signs of maturity, of consciousness and alertness which
the great majority of the world community of nations
has shown in the face of grave dangers to and breaches
of international peace. ift

"47. On the other hand, and in sharp and painful
contrast to the bright side of the picture, there have
been situations and happenings which could not but
deeply disturb and sadden the heart of the world.
48. After a lull and some promise of improvement i

in the tense atmosphere of the relations between the
mighty of the earth, the pendulum has swung back in
the wrong direction, with suspicions and cleavages
growing deeper and wider, and putting additional strain
on the prospects for the maintenance of world peace
and security.
49. The programmes for making nuclear, thermo
nuclear and other weapons of horror and mass destruc
tion are being feverishly activated and stepped up.
The Arab people of Palestine continue to be denied
their rights, their country, their nationhood and even
their humanity; and their martyrdom has been savagely
intensified in the last Jew weeks, The Arab people of
Algeria continue to be massacred and sacrificed on the
fiendish altar of French colonialism.
50. The decencies of the Charter have fared badly .
in the extreme at the hands of the United Kingdom, i

France and Israel, whose dark conspiracy and aggres
sion against Egypt will have forever a conspicuous
place in the annals of treachery and shame.
51. The 29th of October 1956 had initially been
scheduled as the date of a meeting in Geneva between
the Foreign Ministers of France, the United Kingdom
and Egypt, with th~ assistance of the Secretary-General,
to resume the previous discussions of the question of
the Suez Canal that had taken place in New York
earlier that month. Those discussions had preceded

roads with a total length of 64 kilometres, and for build
ing 3 bridges, 5 aqueducts and 10 hospitals.
36. As can be seen, we have striven to check the
depressive forces resulting from the decline in our
sugar output and the smaller income from sugar sales,
and so head off a deflationary process which would
lead to a crisis, and to develop our economic structure
so that through a programme of diversification it might
be less dependent on fluctuations in income.
37. The reason why I have taken up your time with
this part of my statement is to support my previous
assertion that, despite all the efforts and sacrifices
made, we still need the co-operation of the more de
veloped and wealthier countries if we are to achieve
the minimum standard of living to which our people
aspire. I have also done this to forestall the argument
that each country should work out its own economic
salvation. Such an argument is not entirely true, for
interdependence is a phenomenon which is more strongly
apparent day by day, and an increase in Cuba's pro
duction for export is out of the question unless we can
count on markets which will take our products at
reasonable prices.
38. The agenda for the eleventh session of the General
Assembly contains a number of items that come under
the category of colonial problems. The Cuban dele
gation has voted for their inclusion, thereby modifying
its previous stand in certain cases. Our action on this
score warrants a brief explanation, so that our vote in
favour of the inclusion of these items may not be taken
as prejudging our position on their substance.
39. In the statement made by the Cuban delegation
at the special session held at San Francisco to com
memorate the tenth anniversary of the United Nations,
the attention of Member States and of world opinion
was drawn to an irrefutable fact. We said that whereas
the United Kingdom had recognized the independence
of many of its former colonies, such as India, Pakistan,
Burma, Ceylon and Nepal, without acquiring any
others; whereas France had done likewise with regard
to Cambodia, Laos and Viet-Nam and, just recently,
Tunisia and Morocco: whereas the Netherlands had
permitted the establishment of the Republic of Indo
nesia; and whereas the United States had, after an
irreproachably conducted plebiscite, granted to Puerto
Rico the status of a free and associated commonwealth
and had conferred independence on the Philippines;
the Soviet Union, by contrast, had engaged in a policy
of naked colonialism, of economic and political im
perialism unprecedented in the history of mankind.
Suffice it to say that in Europe alone it has conquered
1,1871252 square kilometres of foreign territory and
enslaved 98 million human beings without justification
or reason. This is without counting North Korea,
Northem Viet-Nam, Outer Mongolia or Communist
China.
40. It is extraordinary, to the mind of the Cuban
delegation, to find fiery statements being made and
strongly worded draft resolutions submitted on the
question of colonialism, without any mention of the
present-day colonialism of the Soviet Union. Such a
procedure, we feel, amounts to an attempt to dwell on
ancient history and to overlook what is going on
around us.
41. The Cuban delegation will maintain its stand
against colonialism1 as has been demonstrated time
and again, but it will consider the cases now before it
on their merits and in the light of the present world
situation. We reject transfers of sovereignty which
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they "came to Egypt only to help the aggressors. They
came as the invaders, the violators of the Charter, and
not to help the victims of aggression, not to re-establish
respect for the Charter.
58. In any case, they had no capacity, no quality and
no warrant to intervene, as we have shown before and
as is abundantly clear to the whole world. As for the
passage of ships through the Canal, we all know that
since that aggression against Egypt took place no ships
have passed through the Canal and none are expected
to do so for a long time to come.
59. It was not, therefore. the keeping apart of the
belligerents or the safeguarding of the passage of ships
through the Suez Canal which prompted France and
the United Kingdom to attack Egypt. The real truth
is that France and the United Kingdom did not at all
like the colour of Egypt's eyes. Egypt, with the great
majority of the Members of the United Nations, with
the great majority of the peoples of the earth, was rais
ing its voice and dedicating its efforts on behalf of pro
gress, foresight, morality, justice and the ideals of the
Charter of the United Nations. Together with the mass'
of opinion of mankind, the view and the policy of Egypt
have been for relationships between the nations of the
world to be based on liberty, fraternity and equality
on .those three high ideals which the great French
Revolution proclaimed to the world, but which, together
with its associates, the France of today is dishonouring
and deserting. .
60. With the great majority of the peoples of the
world, Egypt has been saying, and will continue to say,
that all nations can and should, for their own good,
moral as well as material, live together in equality,
freedom and fraternity, and .with modern science and
its vast potentialities at the service of man, enabling
him, carried by the momentum of liberty and faith, to
live an infinitely more productive and honourable life.
61. Should we drag this down to the sombre abyss
of the degrading relationships of tyranny and colonial
ism? Should we allow the peoples of the world to con
tinue to be divided into exploiter and exploited, domi
nator and dominated, tyrant and tyrannized, to the
detriment and dishonour of all? The thought of this
is inconceivable. Egypt and the great majority of other
countries of the world desire only to construct, not to
destroy; they want freedom for all and not merely for
some, not-as some eyes, from behind. their dark
spectacles, claim to see-the passage of nations from
one foreign domination to another.
62. Can the aggression against Egypt honestly be
seen as anything but what it is-the resort to brutal
force and the wiping out of the thousands of years
through which man is supposed to have progressed
from the life of the cave and the law of the jungle to
exalted heights of liberty and human worth?
63. A thorough investigation by the United Nations
of all the plottings, the phases and the events of this
conspiracy and this tripartite aggression should be
made in order to assess the guilt or-e-who knows?
perhaps establish the innocence of the authors of that
aggression. This investigation should be made to be
a lesson and a warning to all, and a sober, though
painful, reminder of how far, along the mounting road
of humanity, the human race still has to go. Following
such investigation, this Organization should give its
verdict and pronounce its sentence.
64. Furthermore, the right of Egypt to compensation
must be recognized. The immense amount of damage
and destruction which Egypt has suffered must be re-

the formulation of the six principles embodied in the
resolution of the Security Council of 13 October
[5/3645] and had given serious promise of further
progress and a definitive solution. This was shown by,
among other things, the note of the Secretary-General
of 3 November [S/3278] l' from which it was clear that
further and significant developments towards a solution
had been made; and also by the statement made on
24November by the Foreign Minister of Belgium
[594th meeting], who is not particularly known for
partiality towards Egypt in this connexion, that all
that had been needed to accomplish a solution of the
Suez Canal question was a little more effort.
52. Yet 29 October 1956, which had initially 'been
expected to be the date of the renewal of constructive
efforts, to which many. had looked forward with

\ justified hope, was instead the date which Israel, France
~ and the United Kingdom chose for letting loose the

first cycle of their aggressive military action against
Egypt, On that date Israel attacked; and at 4.30 p.m.
of the following day the British Permanent Under
Secretary at the Foreign Office, with the Foreign
Minister of France sitting with him and playing
second fiddle, handed the Egyptian Ambassador in
London an ultimatum which they had no warrant
whatsoever to give and which was couched in ex
tremely brutal and arrogant language. They wanted
the Government of Egypt to answer within twelve
hours.
53. When Egypt refused to bend and did not submit
to this humiliation, the armed forces of France and the
United Kingdom attacked Egypt, and the tragedy
became more tragic still.
54. Up to this morning, the armed forces of the three
invaders are still on Egyptian territory, defying the

11 United Nations and turning a deaf ear to all the calls
of the Assembly to them to get their armed forces out
of Egyptian territory.
55. It is true that today the French Government
stated that the news published about French tanks
being landed at Port Said, which I reported here to
the General Assembly as I felt duty bound to do, was
not correct. Of course, the Assembly is free to take the
affirmation by the French Government for what it is
worth. It is an affirmation by a party and not a finding
of the United Nations. But even suppose that it is
true, are the French armed forces still on Egyptian

I territory' or are they not? And is France refusing or
i is not refusing to comply with the repeated, clear-cut

and firm resolutions of the General Assembly?
56. We are waiting and waiting for the three invaders
to show even a sign that they have at least the minimum
of respect for world opinion and for the United Nations.
But this waiting of ours for such a thing to happen
is entirely in vain.
57. At the time. the aggression upon Egypt took
place, the British Prime Minister. announced that the
purpose of attacking Egypt was to keep the belligerents

, apart and to safeguard the passage of ships through the
Suez Canal. What, in fact, the twelve-hour ultimatum
demanded, however, was that the armed forces of
Egypt-not, of course, those of Israel-should retreat
100 miles from the Egyptian frontiers. Furthermore,
the French and British forces never engaged the attack
ing Israelis or drove them back. Of course, we knew
that this was unthinkable from their point of view and
according to their attitude and their policy. Instead
the French and British armed forces bombed and
assaulted the defending Egyptians. In other words,
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paired, The invaders must be made to pay for at least
the material devastation which they have wrought
they will never be able to make amends for the havoc
which they have played with the sense of security,
the peace of mind and the happiness of the Egyptian
people, and with the great moral values ';;lIich belong
to us all, values of which we, the people of the United
Nations and the peoples of the whole world, are now
the saddened possessors.
65. At this point, I would ask the Assembly to bear
with me while I cast a glance at some of the episodes
through which the present crisis has passed.
66. I submitted earlier that 29 October was the date
initially scheduled for a meeting between the Foreign
Ministers of France, the United Kingdom and Egypt
for the purpose of continuing what had been done
towards reaching a solution of the Suez Canal question.
The Government of Egypt had offered, as it still does
offer, to negotiate an agreement with as many countries
as would be required, reaffirming the Constantinople
Convention of 1888, which guarantees freedom of navi
gatior; in the Suez Canal, and providing adequately
for all reasonable guarantees to the users of the Canal.
This offer may be noted quite clearly from the state M

ments of the Egyptian Government and the records
of the Security Council.
67. 011 12 October, the Secretary-General presented
to the Security Council, in the form of six principles,
what, in his view, had emerged from the talks which
had been taking place between the Foreign Ministers
of France, the United Kingdom and Egypt. On 13
October, those principles were unanimously- endorsed
by a resolution of the Security Council [S/3675] .
68. I now ask for the indulgence of the Assembly if,
at this point, I request that we all look into what
happened or failed to happen, in relation to these
principles, or, at least, as an illustration, to some
of them.
69. 'With regard to the first principle, dealing with the
freedom of navigation through the Suez Canal, France
and the United Kingdom, with the assistance of some
segments of the former Suez Canal Company, did
everything they possibly could to stymie and paralyse

.every effort of the Government of Egypt to make a
success of the operation of the Canal by the Egyptian
authority which had been given an autonomous status
and entrusted with that operation. The machinations
and acts of sabotage of those two Governments. in
cluded the instigating of British, French and other
non-Egyptian pilots to abandon their duties abruptly
and without due motive.
70. In spite of these dark plots and disruptive actions,
the Egyptian authority proved itself perfectly able to
operate the Canal; and, in the ninety-seven days from
the date of the nationalization of the Suez Canal Com
pany until 31 October, when the invading forces reached
the Suez Canal area, no fewer than 4,031 ships, an
average of 41 ships a day, passed through the Canal
safely, efficiently, and on time; this, compared with
3,908 ships during the corresponding period of the
year before nationalization, with an average of 39
ships a day instead of 41. Now, let the invaders tell
us the number of ships which have passed through the
Canal since they began to take care of the situation.
71. The second principle endorsed by the Security
Council is that the sovereignty of Egypt should be
respected. Today, the world sees, to its horror and
deep sorrow, how the invaders understood that
principle,

72. As for the third principle, that the qperation of
the Canal should be insulated from the politics of any
country, I have this to say. From the very beginning.
from the first days of the last century, when the Suez
Canal began to function, Egypt has granted and safe
guarded freedom of navigation in the Suez Canal for
all, and at all times, without discrimination. The Gov
ernment of Egypt has never wavered in its determina
tion to uphold this principle and, in several declarations, ..
including those made before the Security Council, it
has given clear expression to this determination.
7~. In sharp contrast to that, France and the United,
Kingdom, and some others, understood freedom of
navigation to mean freedom for themselves to take
possession of the, Canal and dispose of it according to
their own wishes; and, by insulation of the Canal from
politics, they meant, not that at all, but the insulation
of the Canal from Egypt. And now, with their invasion,
with their destructiveness, and with the havoc they
played with the Canal, they have thoroughly succeeded,
not in insulating the Canal from politics, but in insu
lating the Canal from existing at all.
74. I do not think that I need proceed any longer
with this exposition of the attitude of France and the
United Kingdom in relation to the principles which
they themselves upheld, or said they did, and which
the Security Council endorsed in a resolution they
themselves had sponsored. I admit that it is impossible
for me to think of a more cynical way than this of
looking at international relations and dealing with
them.
75. And now with Israel let in on the conspiracy, and
accepted as a partner, the worst triumvirate of all time
is running amuck and giving the world the ugliest
possible example of outlawry and of shameless guilt.
No wonder that many, even among those who do not
usually share Cairo's views, have found themselves
unable to stomach all this. Such, for example, was the
feeling which led to the resignations of several mem
bers of the British Government, of whom one was Mr.
Nutting, the former British Minister of State for
Foreign Affairs. Such was also the feeling which
impelled Mr. Gaitskell, after listening to Sir Anthony
Eden's statement, to declare in the House of Commons
on 3 November that:

"It is unfortunately perfectly clear both from the
reports of the continuing and, indeed, intensification
of, bombing by British planes and from the Prime
Minister's statement this morning' that the British
Government is not carrying out the recommendation
of the Assembly. We are, therefore, faced with the
position that our Government are defying a reso
lution of the United Nations Assembly, carried by
a majority which is larger, I believe, than on any
other resolution previously carried by the Assembly.
As regards the conditions laid down by the Govern
ment, it is no part of the business of Her Majesty's
Government to lay down conditions in this .matter.
It is their duty, as loyal members of the United
Nations-if they were loyal members-to accept that
majority decision."

These words, "if they were loyal members", are the
words of Mr. Gaitskell-they are not mine. Then Mr.
Gaitskell continues:

"What H,erMajesty's Government have un
doubtedly done, of course, is to intervene agairtst
Egypt, which was clearly attacked by Israel. I do
not know whether they regard that as a matter of ,
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-which they should be proud. I do not know whether
they regard that as separating the combatants. I do
not know whether they regard that as settling hos
tilities. What they have done is to bomb a number

- of civilians as well as military installations in Egypt.
W'hat they have done is to destroy all faith in
collective security."

76. That was said on 3 November-a long time ago.
Yet neither it nor all the expressions of deep resent
ment by all the world sufficed to move the British
Government or its associates from the dark recesses of
their chosen position into a clear position of decency
which could stand scrutiny in the light of truth. As late
as 17 November, the British Prime Minister said:
"We make no apology and we will never make one for
the action which we and, our French allies took." I
suppose we can all survive without the British Prime
Minister's apologies or those of his'allies. What we
do insist upon, however, is that they comply forthwith,
fully, instantly and honestly, with the resolutions of
the General Assembly relating to the present crisis,
and stop that most undignified and unworthy game of
hide-and-seek which they are playing with these
resolutions.
77. Israel has been saying time and again that it
owes its existence to the United Nations. France and
the United Kingdom are among the authors of .the
Charter, are constituent Members of the United
Nations, and are, moreover, permanent members of
the Security Council. It was therefore to be assumed
and expected that they would show particular respect
for this Organization and particular care for its pur
poses ~d ideals..Yet w~at ~ave they done? Hav~ th~y,
by their aggression, maintained freedom of navigation
in the .Canal-that freedom over .which they were
feigning to shed so many tears? Or is not the Canal
completely discounted for a long time, thanks to their
intervention? Have they shown respect for the Charter
of the United Nations, or is the Charter groanin~ in
anguish because of their actions? Has Israel maintained
the Armistice Agreement with Egypt, or shall we
believe Mr. Ben-Gurion when he says that the Armi
stice Agreement with Egypt is dead? Has the United
Kingdom maintained its agreement of 1954 with
Egypt? And is invading Egypt the way to establish
the relations between two countries on a basis of
mutual understanding and firm friendship?
78. Then let us look at what two conspicuous mem
bers of the triumvirate of aggression, France and the
United Kingdom, are doing with their membership in
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, in which they
hold a position of distinction as big Powers and con
stituent' members. We can hardly believe our eyes
when, in the very preamble and the first article of the
North Atlantic Treaty, we read the following:

"The Parties to this Treaty reaffirm their faith
in the Purposes and Principles of the Charter of the
United Nations and their desire to live. :;n peace with
ail peoples and all Governments.

"They are determined to safeguard the freedom,
common heritage and civilization of their peoples,
founded on the principles of democracy, individual
liberty and the rule of law.

"They seek to promote stability and w"ll-being
in the North Atlantic area.

"They are resolved to unite their efforts for col
lective defence and for the preservation of peace and
security ...

"The Parties undertake, as set forth in the Charter
of the United Nations, to settle any international
disputes in which they may be involved by peaceful
means in such a manner that international peace and
security, and justice, are not endangered, and to
refrain in their international relations from the threat
or use of force in any manner inconsistent with the
purposes of the United Nations.'

79. Today, after over seven and a half years since
the North Atlantic Treaty was signed, is the world not
entitled to ask what have France and the United King
dom, during all that time, done with their membership
hi the "North Atlantic Treaty. Organization and with
their access to its resources and weapons? What have
they done besides killing the Algerians yesterday, and
killing both the Algerians and the Egyptians today?
Is it for this that we should extol the virtues of that
organization and sing its praises? What else has it
done at all so far at the hands of France and the
United Kingdom?
80. For how long will these wayward Members of
the United Nations run away from it? How long will
it take them to return, with sound mind and conviction,
not only with their bodies? The road is clear and
straight. 'Let them reform their ways and be proud
of doing so. Let them make amends for the damage
they have done to others, and stop doing harm to them
selves. And if the British Prime Minister does not wish
to apologize, if his associates do not-never wad. Let
their apology be in the form of deeds, good deeds,
which would not sadden, but which would gladden the
world's heart.
81. For our part, and over a world-wide horizon,
we are fully and constantly aware of the sheer folly
of war and are firm believers in the imperativeness
of peace.
82. I am about to end my submission for today.
Before I do so, and thinking of all that has been done
and of all that has taken place in this hallowed hall
of the General Assembly, and beyond it, I wish to say
that a grateful Egypt will ever remember, will never
forget, the good deed of all who have truthfully stood
by it in an hour. of trial and in time of need.
83., Mr. ABDlJLGANI (Indonesia): Before I begin
my statement, let me join all the speakers before me
in congratulating the President on his unanimous
election to the high office of President' of the eleventh
session of the General Assembly. I do so with par
ticular pleasure, not only because of his renowned dedi
cation to the cause of the United Nations, so fitting
to the high office of the presidency, not only because
of his gracious personality, which is so highly esteemed,
but also because he comes from a country and a people
so closely related to mine. His high office is one upon
which my Government and people can, indeed, look
with pride and gratitude. .
84. Our gratitude also extends to the fact that he
is presiding over a General Assembly which is much
larger than the previous one, due to the admission
of no fewer than nineteen new Member States from
Asia, Africa and Europe-. This has made the United
Nations more representative of the world's peoples,
marking a significant step towards the universality of
the United Nations; The participation of these new
Members in our common labour has certainly added to
the responsibility and authority of the United Nations. "
Undoubtedly,. it will be stimulating for the growth of
international co-operation and understanding, as en-
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co-operation and respect for the freedom and equality
of peoples and nations envisaged in the Charter. The
rise of newly independent sovereign States after the
Second World War, and the new relationship begin
ning to take shape between nations large and small,
in the interest of all, are evidence of this progress,
91. The countries of Asia and Africa that last year
participated in the Bandung Conference have con
tributed their share in this progress. They lend their
strength to all those who believe that the Charter of
the United Nations was not written to preserve peace
on the basis of the old status quo-·comfortable as ~t

may seem to some Powers-but that it was written
to create a new and durable foundation for peace,
breaking up if necessary the old status qUQ, the old
concept of life among nations where domination by
big Powers could still prevail.
92. That the new.concept of ilife and relations among
nation'S cannot he realized without a struggle is self
evident. In its most apparent and clear-cut form, it
presents itself as the struggle of colonial peoples against
foreign domination. The reality of this stroggle today is
shown by the existence of such political problems as
the question of Algeria, the question of Cyprus, the
question of West Irian, the question of Goa, etc. It
presents itself in problems of non-self-governing terri
tories and, in another form, in questions such as that of
racial conflict in the Union of South Africa. The severity
of these problems depends on the severity of the clash
between the old and the new forces.

93. It is, then, the continued existence of the old forces
still at work in many parts of the world, among and
within nations, which gives reason for answering "no"
to the question I posed: have we progressed much in
the direction of realizing the new world which we
d . ?" eSlre.
94. I am, of course, not suggesting that we have made
no progress at all. Only last year, on the occasion of
the tenth anniversary of the United Nations Charter,
the Indonesian delegation joined in expressing its high
appreciation for the achievements of the United Nations
irn creating conditions conducive to co-operation and a
better llife among nations. Credit was due to all nations,
large and small. In fact, the atmosphere prevailing at
that time was most conducive to encouraging a better
understanding among the great 'Powers, so vital for the
promotion of peace in this divided world. But even on
that propitious occasion we did not conceal the fact
that the struggle for a new world had still to ,be con
tinued. A new 'State of mind among mankind has 'Still
to be won. In this process, the forces of the old power
concept remain as dead weight which must be combated
and eliminated.
95. Indeed, the war launched against Egypt by the
United Kingdom and France, simultaneously with the
invasion of Egypt by Israel forces, was a shocking re
minder for those who believed that those old forces had
already died. It was an eye-opening manifestation of
the vitality and strength of those old forces, supposed
by many to be Iong dead. Was it perhaps a last and
desperate attempt to retard their decline? It may be so.
Certainly, it is nothing Iess than folly to try to stop the
process of liberalization in new Asia and new Africa,
and the democratization of their relationship with :the
West, Trying to do 'So would only mean putting back
the clock of history, and the dock of history cannot be
put back even by the use of naked force, even by the
employment of armed might.
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visaged in the Charter. It is our earnest hope that the
independent countries still outside the United Nations,
and others who may soon gain their independence,
will be admitted, as soon as possible, as Members of
this Organization,
85. I think not all of us here appreciate the benefits
if not direct, then indirect; if not immediate, then
ultimate-of bringing more countries, more representa
tives of sovereign nations, into the deliberations, labours
and activities of this world body. The resulting wide
exchange of views would not only benefit the country
and people concerned, but it would serve no less our
goal of co-operation and understanding among ~1
nations, so imperative for the promotion of peace In

the world.. The exclusion of a nation from the work of
the United Nations, in our view, can only be harmful
to the cause of real and lasting peace.
86. That is why my Government regrets that ~he
most populous country in the world and the most Im
portant factor for stability in Asia, the People's Re
public of China, is still excluded from our common
effort. I am confident, however, that this underestima
tion of the work, purposes and influence of the United
Nations will soon be rectified.
87. The eleventh session of the General Assembly
has been convened at a time beset by serious dangers
to world peace. The two emergency special sessions
of the General Assembly, called in order to deal with
the aggression against Egypt and the intervention in
Hungary, have cast an ominous shadow over the start
of this session. It makes only more difficult and pre
carious our common endeavour to maintain and pro
mote peace. The issues at stake in these events, which
have stirred up with greater intensity the unrest and
conflicts in the world, are indeed so grave that they are
bound to influence-if not dominate-the deliberations
of this Assembly on the many items inscribed on
its agenda.
88. Yet these two -vents-i-the aggression against
Egypt and the mterv ntion in Hungary-should be
seen as parts 01.' aspects of a much wider problem.
They represent, in my opinion, only the violent out
burst of tensions brought about by the struggle between
the old concept of power-of power interests-e-and the
new concept of the freedom and equality of nations,
of the equal right of all peoples and nations to seek
a better life in a new world society, of the search for
a new, more respectful relationship between the weak
and the strong, between the strong and the weak.
89. In the dark days of 1945, when the Charter of
the United Nations was written, mankind was desper
ately groping for the beacon of light. A new world, a
brave new world, a new society was to be found-s-in
deed, to be created-to lift mankind out of the dark
dilemma of a war-torn and war-stricken world. The
causes of war were analysed, so that a remedy might
be applied to do away with them forever. A charter
Was written to guide the new world, "to save succeed
ing generations rrom the scourge of war, which twice
in our lifetime has brought untold sorrow to mankind".
A new relationship between nations and peoples was
prescribed, a new concept of life in larger freedom and
equality for all nations, large and small.
90. Have we made much progress in this direction?
The answer, I believe, is both "yes" and "no". It is
"yes" when and where the struggle of peace-loving
peoples all over the world has succeeded in bringing
about the new kind of relationship, the new kind of
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96. T~e revival of the spirit of .colonialism an~ ~olonial
imposition, under whatever guise, by the British and
French Governments-s-I speak ,here of their Govern-
'ments, not their peoples-will sarely do them no good.
The most in:credible thingis that they should think that
they can apply eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
methods in this second half of .the .twentieth century.
What a' great disservice they have done not only to
their own prestige and interests but, indeed, to the cause
of civil1ization and progress!
97. It is painful to note that these actionsshould come
from countries that have produced and contributed the
most outstanding ideas in Western civilization and, in
deed, in the civilization of the world as a whole. Even
more painful is the fact that these countries profess' to
belong to the 'leadersof the so-called "free world",
ohampioning the cause of freedom and democracy. To
that cause they have done the greatest harm,
98. Some of their friends have painstakingly tried to
rationalize or condone their acts .of aggression against
Egypt even in defiance of the resolutions of the General
Assembly. But it is gra.tifying to know that me 'United
States has taken a stand which commands the great
respect and appreciation of our people. A great military
Power has joined with the great majority of nations in
employing moral force to stop a flagrant act of aggres
sion. We have now seen the strength of this alliance of
moral force, joined with world public opinion, in defence
of the Charter of the United Nations. Indeed, let us not
fooget that the creation of a better world is not the
prerogative of the few-not even the few great military
Powers-'but the common task of all nations, large and
small.
99. What is important in the present crisis is this al
liance in spirit-.the new moral force of a non-military
character-s-that has made itself felt under the exigencies
of the present crisis. This new alliance, I believe, shoald

-endure beyond the period of the present crisis. Indeed,
this is what we should draw out of and treasure from
the period of crisis we are living through.
100. On 1Jhe basis of these considerations, I would Hke
now to outline very briefly the position of the Indonesian
delegation as regards both the situation in the Middle
East and that in Hungary.
101. As to the Middle East situation, my Government
has made its position very clear on numerous occasions.
The complete. and unconditional withdrawal of the
United Kingdom, French and Israel forces from the
territory of Egypt, as called for in successive resolu
tions of the General Assembly,. cannot be delayed any
longer without further aggravating the alreadyperilous
situation. No further solution of the problems under
lying the recent war in the lVIiddle East can be en
Vlisaged or fruitfully discussed before such a withdrawal
has taken place. Furthermore, we are also concerned
with the effects which this crisis has on our national
economic Hfe and, indeed, the economic health of the
world at large.
102. But, above and beyond that, the aggression
against Egypt has seriously undermined our confidence
in some countries of colonial Europe. In view of our
own experiences, we cannot but feel the deeoest con
cern for the manner jn which two great Powers.have
tr~ed to resurrect the eighteenth- and the nineteenth
century colonial methods in an attempt to subvert the
independence and sovereignty of a feUow Member State
of the United Nations. Therefore nothing that we have
done here, and no action we take in the future, should
lead to infringement upon the sovereignty and territorial

integrity of Egypt. Full respect by all nations for the
independence and sovereignty of Egypt must be the first
step in finding solutions to the problems underlying the
crisis in the Middle East, where the ultimate goal 'Should
be the harmonizing of the Jegitimate . interests
concerned.' . '

103. Turning now to the situation in Hungary,' I be
Iieve that this question must be seen within the con
text of recent developments in Eastern Europe, and the
relationship of the countries of that region with the
Soviet Union. It is the inalienable right of every coun
try to shape for itself its own. destiny, .free from an
external pressures. We have watched with interest and
appreciation the democratizingfurees at work in the
countries of Eastern Europe, made possible also by the
new approach or policy adopted by the Soviet leaders
in the past few years, since the death of Stalin. For
many.people 'outside the Communist world, these forces
seem to be progressing too slowly. On the other band,
in the view of some groups within the Communist world
itself, these developments seem to be moving ahead too
rapidly.
104. But whatever the case may be, the important fact
for us Is that the process of liberalization is taking place"
and, if allowed. to develop without outside interference
from any quarter, this can only be beneficial for world
peace in general. C~rtai1l!ly we welcome the peaceful
changes hrought about in Poland." ,
1<Y5. In the case of IIitng'ary, fue process of" change
was, unfortunately, accompanied by violence, with the
Involvement of Soviet forces. It led not ooly to misery
and destruction, but also came in the way of that very
process of liberalization. We deplore this deeply, and
the more so since the difficulties in Hungary were
brought within the context of the cold war. The security
of the Soviet Union becomes involved.
106. The United Nations, in dealing with this ques
tion, should bear in mind that no speedy and peaceful
'solution can he achieved so Iong as this question is not
divorced as much as possible frOI11 the expediencies,
the passions and the strategies of the cold war. Both
within and without this Organization, we should aim at
encouraging conditions under which the process of
change can take place Peacefully, resulting in stable
and democratic Governments .friendly to their
neighbours,

107. If we look hard at the present crisis-the out
bursts in the Middle East and in Hungary.....-we can
also see that the prestige of the United Nations is here'
very mu.ch at stake. At least to my mind, it is obvious
that what we. are facing here is a crisis-of .big Powers.
Big Powers, which under the Charter have been given
the primary responsibility for maintaining peace and
security, have by their use of naked force now d'.al
Ienged the Charter and, the peace and security of na
tions .in such an outrageous manner that it becomes
questionable whether these Powers should 'bearrthe
name "guardians of peace and security".

108. This is a grave problem, and a~"Tavecha11enge
to the concept of the role of the pig Powers in the United
Nations, notably in the Security Council. Certainly, the
concept on which the Charter was based has been 'shaken
to its very foundation, and has now become a farce,
However, if this crisis of the big Powers puts an end,
once and for all, to the validity of war as an instrument
of national policy, then it may yet be a good omen for
peace, If this crisis is, in essence, the crisis of power
domination, then there exists, the possibility that a new
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.11.5. There ate many other items inscribed in OUt
agenda Wthioh are of importance to intematlonal peace
and -staJbility. &l1ong these are the questions relating
to economic development. In this field, the United Na
tions has already gone forward in creating t~:e new
frame of mind to which I have referred. I am thinking

.here of the question of technical' assistance to so-called
under-developed countries, the establishment of the Spe..
cial United Nations Fund .for· Economic Development ,
the creation of the International Atomic Energy.
Agency, the activities of the specialized agencies, etc.

116. One might feel today thatdi-scussion of these
economic problems isnot very i:rnp<>.rtant in view of the'
present political crisis. But I am inclined to believe.that,
on the contrary,. the political crisis has endowed the
problems of economic co-operation and mutual as
sistance with added Importance and urgency, The prob
lem of -resolving conflicting economic interests presents
itself today in an acute fonn. We certainly must recog
nize the legitimate interests of all nations and peoples.
But, at the same time, it is unquestionable that all peo
ples have an e<J:ual right to promote their national in
terests, econonuc and otherwIse, and that in no circum..
stances should any outside pressure be exerted against
the interests of a nation or people.

117. The theoretical 'solution to the economic conflicts
that do arise is, of course, along the Iines of conciliation,
C()~ration and mutual. understanding-:-the .principle
of give-and-take for mutual. benefit, In practice, bow
ever, we have to learn first how to adopt such an atti
tude, such a frame of mind. This cannot be aobieved in
theoretical debates----useful -as they may !be-but only
through more contact with alo1 peoples, including those
with different ideologies. The development of closer
contact among aJlI peoples is, indeed, imperative in this
divided world, whether we are thinking of promoting
better economic conditions or of promoting political and
social co-operation and understanding. We mow, for
instance, that the various conferences held in the West
ern hemisphere were important in this endeavour.

118. In this respect, I am happy to say that the Presi
dent of Indonesia, Mr. Soekarno, recently visited many
countries of North America, Western and Eastern Eu
rope.nnd also the SovietUnion and 'the People's Repub
lic of China. President Soekarno had earlier visited
many countries of Asia and Africa. I had the !honour
to accompany him on his recent travels and I am grate"
ful to meet here many representatives from many lands
----lEast and West-whose peoples I had the pleasure
and privi1lege of meetinr and knowing.
119. It may sound like a cliche, but it is none the
Iess true that the people everywhere in the world desire
and need peace more than anything else. Whether it is
peace to restore the physical and mental ravages of war,
or peace in which to construct and reconstruct higher
standards of life for everyone, or peace to protect an
existing standard of -life and culture, the need is the
same. That need translates itself- into an overwhelming
desire for a peaceful world, -

120. Indeed, President Soekarno and his party re
turned to Indonesia with renewed conviction that the
desire for peace and.peaceful relations among nations,
in conformity with the Purposes and Principles of the
United Nations Charter, is a universal desire. The
trips made have, therefore, stimulated and renewed
our belief:-·the belief of the Government and people of;,
Indonesia-that co-operation among peoples all over
the world is possible, and that this is the way~theonly

relationship f0t: pea~e;jand harmony among nations may
emerge out of It. BIg Powers may 'be here to stay, but
their role is being challenged by the new tide in inter-
tmuorwl Hfe. .
109. The causes of the crisis to which I have re:'
ferred have been Gmoulderingfor a .long time,and w.ithin
the United. Nations they have just come to a sudden
climax. The old ..status quo has become more and more
untenable, and recent .historic events might precipitate
the a,r.rival of a new equilibrium in the world. It was in
order to attempt to direct the momentum of these vast
changes in the world that, outside the United Nations,
but well within its spirit and principles, such. confer
encesas the Geneva Conference of four great Powers,
the Bandung Conference and the recent efforts of the
Colombo Powers were undertaken. In this connexion,
the 'suggestion made by the President of SwitzerJand to
call a meeting of the heads of Government of the United
States; the United Kingdom, France, the Soviet Union
and India may 'be a useful one in meeting the exigencies
Of the present time.
110. The new tide in international life is inexorably
sweeping away the old anQ~ obsolete conception of power
domination and power interests, the state of .mind
that has been an obstacle and a detriment to the estab
lishment of the desired new relationship between the
countries of Asia and Africa and colonial Europe. It is
in this Ught also that the question of Indonesia's rela-
tionship· with the NetherJands shOUld be viewed. .

111. I 'deplore the fact that Indonesian-Netherlands
l"elations have recently deteriorated so rapidly. One of
the main causes of this deterioration is, of course, the
continued existence of the problem of West Irian
a part of my country over which the Netherlands seeks
to maintain and preserve its obsolete colonial rule. This
is a grave error on the part of the Netherlands. It has
from the very beginning frastrated the development of
a new relationship hetwee~· Indonesia and the
Nellierl~m. .
i 12. The Indonesian-Nether-lands Union, established at
t.~e time of the Round Table Conference in 1949, was
doomed to remain nothing more than a mere paper
agreement, incapable of functioning in reality. It was
therefore Iater agreed that this 'still-..born Union should
be abolished. However, since all negotiations between
our two countries ended in failure, and the Nether..
lands Government in the meantime had taken unilateral
actions in contravention of the Round Table Conference
agreements, my Government finally decided that. the best
course was to abolish those agreements.
113. I wish to stress here that, in so doing, my Govern
ment merely rescinded the privileged position enjoyed
by the Netherlands vis-a-vis my country. By our actions
we have opened the way to proper and normal relations
between Indonesia and the Netherlands, on the same
fOQting as the relations existing between Indonesia
and other sovereign States.
114. It is in the hope, too, of bettering relations be
tween my country and the Netheriands that, along with
other. Asian-African countries, we have - again sub
mittedthe question of West Irian to the United Nations.
Our aim clearly is not to create new tensions, but to
find through the United Nations ways of abolishing old
ones. We are therefore deeply gratefUl 'and appreciative
of the support we received for the inscription of the
question of West Irian Inthe agenda of this Assembly.
At the proper time, we will, of course, explain iWly
our position on this question.
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wa,y...-J,h emerge from the present crisis to a better and United Nations has pledged itself to observe and
more peaceful world. respect,
121. This is the belief which we bring to the United 128. My country, with its genuine democratic way of
Nations. We are convinced that this is the place in Ufe and its unsullied tradition of freedom, cannot re-
which it 'will find nourishment and fulfiJrnent. We trust main indifferent in the face of an anvasion by forces of
that, in co-operation with one another, we wUI move tyranny which, under pretexts that cannot possibly be
forward together into the new era that is here before us. taken seriously and much less justified, are violating the
122. Mr. ALDUNATE (Chile) (translated from freedom of another nation and preventing it from ehoos-
Spanish) : The Government of Chile wishes first of all ing its own government and determining its ownfuture.
to express through its delegation to the eleventh ses- We stand 'with those who have raised their voices
sion of the United Nations General Assembly its great in protest and indignation against an act of aggression
satisfaction at the election of Prince Wan of Thaiiand which is a threat to the sovereignty-of every State and
to the presidency of this Assembly. Knowing as we do a violation of the most elementary human rights.
his great culture, his thorough understanding of inter- 129. Despite the refusal of some representatives to
national affairs and his fine sense of tact, we are cer- acknowledge the fads which the free Pressreeords
tain that he wiU guide and direct our discussions with daily, and their insistence that the only truth is what
skill in. the difficult days ahead. their controlled Press chooses to publish, this Assembly

I 123. My delegation further wishes to express to 3111 continues to be convinced that masses of Hungarian
the representatives gathered here its wannest thanks for citizens are being deported and martyred for having
the co-operation which they unfailingly extended to two dared to proclaim their desire for independence. This
of our compatriots in the arduous tasks which they were is a shameful 'blot on the history of our time which
called upon to fulfil: I refer to Mr. Maza, President can scarcely be attenuated even by the feeling of soli..
of the tenth session of the General Assembly,and Mr. darity with the persecuted that has been expressed by
Ortega, who presided over the recent emergency special almost all the peoples of the earth.
sessions. · 130. The spontaneous offers of hospitality and aid are
124. /I'hose emergency special sessions transferred to proof of the common desire to heal the deep wound
the regular session of the General Assembly two ex- which these persecutions have inflicted upon our civiliza-
!tremely acute p~ob1ems which have kept 3111 peace- tion, My country.isamong those whichare.eager.to give
loving peoples in a state of alarm and anxiety, namely, the victims of mthless foreign int~ention in Hungary
the action Qf. foreign troops in Egypt and the violent homes and security, and it has already begun to issue
suppression by invading armies of the, Hungarian pea- the necessary authorieations for the entry of up to
ple's struggle for emancipation..Both problems received 1,000 Hungarian refugees.;
the immediate attention of the United Nations and have 131. Retrograde actions such as those to which I have
continued unceasingly to afford us the most serious just referred strikingly show how necessary it is that
concern. the United Nations should eventuallybe ina position:
125. Fortunately the danger that the fighting in the toback up its decisions-which are acquiring suob great
Suez Canal zone might spread and plunge the whole moral force-with swift, effective arid powerful action
world into the abyss seems to have begun to subside. to deter territorial invasions and attempts against basic
Uncertainty none the less still prevails, because fresh human rights. Acts 'such as those which we have had
difficulties are constantly arising which give renewed occasion to consider and deplore in this Assembly can-
impetus to charges and lend drama to recriminations. not and must not 'be repeated,because they carry within
However, decisive statements made here in recent days themselves the seeds of destruction which cou~d generate
by the representatives of the countries directly involved a world catastrophe and with it the end af civilized
give reason to believe that the resolutions of this life.
Assembly will be complied with in their entirety. The 132. We are therefore jt1 complete accord, With those
Secretary-General will thus be enabled to seek a settle-
ment under which the peoples of the area can live to- who have expressed here the hope that the United Na-

h . d b fi I bli h d tions will organize a permanent armed force ready to
get er m harmony, an peace can e rm y esta IS e. step in whenever its services may be required to deter
126. A way must be found to reconcile legitimate aggression by any State which forgets the commitments
sovereignrights with the rights of a world that urgently undertaken upon its entry into this w()l'Ild Organi:zation
needs to be able to use a vitalsupply line in peace and and send its troops outside its own frontiers; For the
safety. We are entitled to hope that obstinacy and sake 'of preserving the peace, no State 'would withhold
misunderstanding wiU be set aside, so that agreements its support from such a vitalundertaking,
which will eliminate any threat to world peace may he
reached. . 133. The mere presence of United Nations police
127. The news dispatches which arrive daily, and the forces in danger zones will deter aggression, however
reports received by the information services of Govern- great and powerful the invading forces may be. We do
ments all over the world have been strengthening the not believe that any army would dare to challenge
impression, to the point of making it a certainty, that United Nations contingents, for such an adventure
the Hung'arian people. eager to throw off the foreign would be condemned from the outset 'by at1 the rest

, of mankind.yoke, are being outraged, enslaved andmartyred by a
foreign Power as they wage their great struggle for 134. The creation of this small force which is being
freedom. The Assembly has reaffirmed its resolutions sent to guard the frontiers in the Canal zone, and to
concerning this acute problem and has "hereby demon- which my country has offered its effective co-operation,
strated the almost unanimous conviction of the free will demonstrate the significance, not only symbolic but
nations that Hungary has 'been the victim of outside also 't'eal, of the proposal put forward in this Assettlbly.
i~,tervention and of acts of repression ,which constitt1te We biope :that the idea will be promptly and adequately
aviolation of the principles which each Member of the put into practice.
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ized, because this would assist countries, which are
trying, by the application of modem techniques, to di..
versify their agriculture and industry and thus to
strengthen their economies in order to ensure their
existence as independent nations and to raise the stand-
ards of living of their peoples. .
142. Fortunately, statesmen of vision are beginning
to recognize that there can be no assurance of world
peace as,' long as s,ome ,nations are in a state of economle
backwardness. This gives us reason to be hopeful con..
cerning the effectiveness of this effort to aid countries
which are economically weak. World peace, the freedom
of Peoples everywhere and the dignity of mankind make
such an effort imperative.
143. My own country has spared no effort to further
the beneficial process of industrialization. In a few
years, and thanks to an agency of its own making-the
Corporaci6n de Fomento-e-Ohile has built up its iron
and steel industry to the point where not 011l1y domestic
needs are supplied, but manufactured products are ex
ported. We have, established an oi,l refinery which han
dles 'the output of our wells in the south: we have
created a sugar-beet industry; we are building cellulose
plants; and we are modernizing our factories and man
ufacturing methods in every branch of industrial ae
tivity. We are now drawing up plans for an alkali
and a petro..chemical industry.
144. At the same time, we have had to [ay great stress
on electrification, for otherwise our industrial develop
ment would have been imr ..>ssible. Within a few years,
the State electric-power agency of Chile has 'been able,
·through its hydroelectric plants, to triple the power
output. We ate now building a plant at Rapel which
will be the largest in the country and willl Increase the
total power available to industry by 360,000 kW. All
this has, of course, been achieved at the cost of many

.sacrifices and, in addition, during a period of currency
devaluation, which, however, has fortunately been
checked through the rigorous application of carefully
worked out: plans to curb inflation and to readjust the
national economy.
145. Agriculture, too, with the generous assistance of
experts of the United Nation's Food and Agriculture
Organization, is adopting new and efficient procedures
which should soon make the country self-sufficient as
far as its food. requirements are concerned.
146. In mining, the modemization of extracting meth
ods is also producing encouraging results,
147. All this has helped to give our people, despite the
inevitable difficulties involved, a level of Hving fully in
accord with their cultural development and far removed
from what it was during the first decades of the
century.
148. For that reason, we would like to see in a:11 coun
tries that are in the early stages of economic devel~

ment a more rapid rate of progress as an essential
element in their . politCall, 'Social and cultural
advancement.
149. We have a duty towards the world of today and
towards the world of tomorrow. This means that we
must, through the agency of a special body, study aU
the possibilities which the earth, as a storehouse of
wealth and sustenance, offers mankind in the face of a
growing world population. Can it he denied that the
pressure on population'S to satisfy their vital needs ,has
been the cause of territorial expansion, and hence of
invasion and war? From the remotest times, the search
\for food has led to migrationsand movements of whOle

135~ I began by citing situations constituting a threat
to peace and to the very existence of the United Nation~,
but other developments are mull of promise, and their
constructive nature encourages us to continue our
zealous efforts to work out new and more harmonious
ways of living together~ .
136. Since the founding oi the United Nations at San
Francisco, the world has u.nc;lergoneiundamental
changes. Many anation has joined the Organization in
order to' take' part in the noble ,task of improving the
condition of mankind. The backwardness which pre
vailed at the beginning of the century is being wiped
out with 'startling rapidity. It is the pride !Pf our era
that nations which once contended for political hege
mony are today working here and. everywhere, inspired
by a common desire for enlightenment and progress,
with other nations that are now vigorously bestirring
themselves from what appeared to be a state of lethargy
into which they had sunk after having been in other
times in' the forefront of civilization. This has been a
glorious awakening of peoples and races, who are now
progressing towards ever greater achievements. .
1-37. But can we, for all that, afford to be complacent?
Are there not stil,l backward peoples who have only just
begun to turn their eyes towards the horizons of oul
ture and well-being, hut as yet have not acquired the
independence 1!hat would enable them to proceed of
their own free will along the path of progress? Surely
we cannot sit back now, but must', rather keep up .the
fig,ht so that all the peoples of the world may be able
to make known their longing for freedom and their
eagerness to overcome the primitive conditions in which
they have existed until now.
138. It becomes clearer every day, as the new concept
of human solidarity takes root, that the economically
advanced peoples must help those who have to contend
with every kind of difficulty and all the disadvantages
of belated participation in the universal task, of geo
graphical isolation from the great arteries of wealth and
activity, of a 'barren native soil or of secular subjection
which has stifled independent development.
139. For that reason I wish to draw attention here to
one of the most effective and important contributions
that the United Nations has made to the well-being
of peoples everywhere, namely, its activity in the eco
nomic sphere. Working through numerous agencies, it
has been and is now engaged in a far-reaching corrective
and creative endeavour. To take up in detail this phase
of the work of the United Nations would be superfluous,
for we all know how much and in what way its technical
missions and economic-aid programmes have corrtributed
to the development of countries with a rudimentary in
dustrial or a primitive agricultural system. Still, even
though we are fully aware of the value of this construc
tive endeavour, we believe that in view of, the signifi
cance and the implications of the economic development
of a people for the whole world, even greater emphasis
and vigour could be given to this fonn of activity.
140. Half the human race has for centuries been un
educated 'and led a static existence ignorant of the, con
cepts of freedom, justice and sovereignty, and the rea
son has been the material backwardness of the peoples
concerned. Technological development means emancipa
tion and the first steps along the road of progress. We
therefore 'believe that there is still much to be done
in this field, and th.~t the United Nations might well
intensify its already highly productive endeavours.
141. We accordingly hope that our oft-expressed de
sire for the establishment of a special fund will be real-...
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peoples, and to aggression and invasion. The Indian
hordes of Rama, for example, descended on Europe
for that very reason. 1

150. The modem world is not, however, in a position
to consent to the movement of peoples from one area to
another, .nor would our proud civilization be worthy
of the name if it permitted the famines which, to man
kind's shame, ravaged certain continentsup to a few
decades ago. We thus have the heavy responsibility of
anticipating food shortages which, if not averted, would
cause the world more harm than war and might even
engulf us in chaos. We accordingly deem it essential to
fannulate a policy for conserving food resources-e-a task
which could be entrusted to a body of. 'scientists who,
shunning the mirages of politics, would provide the
world with roles for increasing its resources and its
sources of supply.
151. My' country has always been concerned over
these problems. It has thus, because of the indiscrimi
nate exploitation of the resources of the sea by
private profit-making enterprises, striven for the adop
tion of measures to restrict such exploitation so as to
conserve and Inen.a "e those resources or create new
ones, instead of (1t:;stroying them, as is being done
today.
1,52. .To that end, Chile, in the worthycotnpany of
Peru and Ecuador and with the loyal backing of other
American republics, has insistently 'stressed the need
for revising the obsolete and inoperative concepts con
cerning the maritime zones which a coastal State may
control with a view to safeguarding its fish 'stocks and
preventing some species from being exploited out of
existence. In this connexion, we cannot but .express our
disappointment at the fact that the International Law
Commission, in its lucid and painstaking report on the
subject of the international law of the sea [A/3159],
failed to give due weight to the judicious proposals of
certain States for the conservation of marine flora and
fauna in a zone wide enough to allow the application
of an effective and rewarding policy of conservation.
153. We must also call attention to the constructive
and unflaggitlg work of. the United Nations in foster
ing a world conscience so that man may Iive with
dignity in society and that his duties and rights with
regard to society may be defined. The work 'being done
by the Commission on Human Rights, the United Na
tions Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization,
the United Nations Children's Fund and other bodies.
such as the Commission on the Status of Women, must
always be pointed to as activities which redound to the
Organization's credit.
154. The task which has been so perseveringly pursued
for the purpose of inculcating a higher concept of the
dignity of the human person, as embodied in the Uni
versal Declaration of Human Rights, has gradually
helped to give a clear idea of the attitude that is prop<;r
in .these times, and to instil everywhere the principle
that human groups have the right to determine for
themselves the paths they must take to scale the heights
of progress. The result of all this has been to awaken
the .peoples and races of all regions to whom. I referred.
ear-tier and to bring into the realm of International co-
operation peoples who but yesterday did not know the
meaning of that noble word "independence". .
155. However, in view of recent world events and of
the need to buttress the political and moral principles
of the Charter speedily by legal obligations, it is our
earnest hope that the Covenants on Human Rights can
very 'soon be brought into force so' that they may be-

"

come, as it were, a code defining the standards on which
nations wi1~ base their politiC311 and sociall systems, 'SO
as to 'ensure respect for the human person and to
develop a strong spirit of solidarity in the face of misery
and adversity.
156. The inclusion in the agenda of the present session
of the Assembly of the item relating to the peaceful
uses of atomic energy was very gratifying to Chile.
It fits in with our task of charting man's future, for
atomic energy will make it possible to combat poverty
and create a basis of progress for the world of tomor
row. The recent meeting attended by representatives
of eighty-one nations-the widest representation since
the Second World War-e-which adopted the Statute of
the International Atomic Energy Agen~that is to
develop the peaceful uses of atomic energy is a WfJlrome
development, and there is every reason to think that
mankind will greatly benefit as a result of this action.
157. It is not difficult to foresee that the use of atomic
energy for peaceful purposes will help enormously to
raise the living standards of the peoples of the world.
That is why Chile attaches particular weight to these
decisive steps by mankind in this most important con
quest in the field of science, and why it is making pre
parations for the new industrial revolution that is in
prospect. These preparations include the establishment
of. a nuclear. physics laboratory at the State University
and the setting-up of a radioactive minerals company
forsupplying' uranium. .
158. I began my statement by expressing our 'satisfac
tion at the admission to the United Nations of many
new Member States, which will no doubt bring with
them a most valuable stock of ideas that willbe construc
tive and also beneficial to the. international community.
We also express the earnest hope that soon, and very
soon, the United Nations wi~l be able to benefit from
the enlightened contribution of the delegations from two
countries whioh have a high cultural standing and an
exemplary capacity for 'Work and are contributing in
tensively .,to the moral and economic guidance of the
world: I refer to Germany and Japan, countries where
freedom now flourishes and men work in peace. The
United Nations will feel greatly invigorated once these
countries make their voices heard in this Assembly.
159. I cannot conclude my remarks without expressing
agreement with those who have implied or suggested
here that the Charter needs revision in order that the
experience of eleven years may be reduced to statutory
form. I would particularly like to endorse what has been
said on the riled to abolish or at least modify the veto
right enjoyed -by certain Powers. The great ~jority
of countries, fatth~ul as they are to democratic prin
ciples object to this privilege, which, moreover, often
disturbs the actual functioning of the U nited Nations
by preventing it from taking action on issues capable
of threatening world peace. '
160. Such revision has to come, and it is to be hoped
that prompt action will be taken so that the General
Assembly may as soon as possible be able to discuss a
general proposal for amendments.
161. Between the extremes of hope and anguish and
of enthusiasm and disill1usion, the United Nations has
been accomplishing a work which can be said. to have
been a decisive factor in bringing about a. broad collec
tive advance, material as well as moral and spiritual.
It has been, for the peoples seeking to work out their .
own destinies, a tremendous source of encouragement
and advancement. Whether that work goes forward' to
the point where there are no longer groups of men
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anywhere in the world leading a primitive .existence
and knowing nothing of freedom depends on the firm
will of aJtl of us here present.
162. This will, however, can only be expressed in a
spirit of transparent and candid sincerity, requi,ring that
our action be in strict accord with our principles. n is
.idle£or us to boast C'f 'being champions Of peace and of
the principle of Uving together in freedom if our acts
betray us as destroyers of another nation's sovereignty,
or if we fail to respect each other or to treat each other
on abasis of equality regardless of the size or power
of the States we represent. . .
163. If we wish the great work of the United Na
tions to be complete, we must banish from our midst th5,
reticence, suspicion and misunderstanding that hamper
the work of creating harmony and lead instead to mis
trust and antagonism. The world has undergone a pro
found change, and no longer are men anywhere in
need of tutelage or resigned to ideological enslavement.
Why persist, therefore, in the dangerous desire to op
press or exert pressure on any group? Why strive, as
has recently been the case, to divide the world into

.irreconcilable camps, since man's only wish is to live
without fear in order to improve his conditions of life
and achieve the highest level of culture under the pro-
tection of peace? .
164. May our debates give birth to a new spirit that
will impel aM the Governments of the world to discard
the outworn tendencies to impose' ideological Or physical
tutelage on peoples alre-ady able to go forward on their
own. Let us, then, allow freedom, freedom in the truest
sense of the word, to work in the mind of every man its
miracles of justice, equality, tolerance and mutuaJ1 re
spect and the urge for human betterment.
165. Mr. PAJNYARACHUN (Thailand): On :belWf
of the 'Thai delegation, may I take this opportunity
to congratulate His Royal Highness on his election to
the presidency of this Asserl"bly. This is a day we will
remember with gratitude and with humble pride. We
are glad that the name of Thailand will, in the person
of Prince Wan Waithayakon, be so closely associated
with the effort of this year's General.Assembly for
peace.
166. During this session of the General Assembly, the
delegation of Thailand hopes ·that the United Nations
will add to its membership another important nation
of Asia. I refer to Japan, whose economic and politicall
importance, as well as its rich cultural. background, wiU
make a contribution to this world Organization. My
delegation win whole-heartedly support its admission.
167. The tension and conflict attending the opening
of this year's session are unprecedented in United
Nations history. I am purposely not going to say any
thing about observing the "moral principles of the
United Nations Charter", because so much exhortation
has been made and so little response given on this
theme that it has taken on the hackneyed qualities of a
well-worn cliche. It has assumed the character of
a vague reproach to which no one pays any attention,
so I will not waste time by using it; instead, I will
resort to plainer language.
168. We know that hastily conceived and ineffectively
implemented moves do not help in the monumental
task of lessening world tensions. So we try to Uft our..
selves to a place above the temoers and exigencies of
the moment and to consider whit the far-reaching con
sequences of our decisions and the decisions of others
will be. This is not to say that the passions and argu
ments arising out of today's problems are unimportant;

on the contrary, they are very important. But their
gravest import lies in the effect that the solutions of
those problems wiU have on the future.

169. We have learned through bitter personal experi
ence that brute force does not always permanently set
tle disputes between countries. Rather, we have
observed that the chances of a longer lasting settlement
are much enhanced 'by the use of negotiation, because
only through negotiation can both sides give a little
and take a little. We cannot help looking at our neigh
bours' problems from the observation tower of our own
experience. In this connexion, it is quite clear that
Thai,land is not in a position to threaten the world, Or
any part of the world. Nor have we any inclination to
do so. In plain words, we have no axe to grind. In fact, .
we don't even have an axe.

170. Every nation represented here today is a de jurI
Member of this United Nations. Before we taclde any of
the explosive issues on the agenda, however, we must
turn our gaze upon ourselves, with a view to answering
two fundamental questions.

171. The first is: Are we united or not? The answer
to this question cannot be, "Yes, but •••". It must be,
"Yes". So long as we are Members of this Organization
we are united, and we must conduct ourselves ac
cordingly. This i,s the: place and this is the only place
that we have in which we can meet and thrash things
out. To do so, we must be united in spirit.

172. The second question is: Are we all, without ex
ception, wiUing to stand by the majority decisions of
the General Assembly? Again, the answer to this ques
tionmust be "Yes". So long as we are Members of this
united body, we must stand by its majority decisions.
While this policy may not always 'satisfy the chauvinistic
elements within our respective countries, it will cer
tainly put an end to bloodshed and warfare between
Members of· the United Nations. And that, after all,
is the monumental task we have come here to
accomplish. .
173. There is much pessimism abroad in the political
circles of the world these days over the degree of real
effectiveness of the United Nations. The Organization
is often accused oi having no teeth. This is why we,
as representatives, must take a penetrating look at our
selves. We have been entrusted with the task of meet
ing together and thrashing out our problems. If we
have the will to roll up our sleeves and tackle these
problems with the determination that our majority deci..
sions shall be supported by all Members of the United
Nations, and then see to it that such support is given,
we will have done our duty. If we fail, we wiU have
failed the world. We will have shown that we are
in fact an Organization without teeth, and that we, as
representatives, are useless.
174. Virtually all the nations assembled here today
can boast of histories, either remote or recent, of
grandeur and great military pride. But the brutal pages
of those histories give us ominous warning that inexor
able fate is waiting just off-stage while today's drama
is being enacted. Whether countries are momentarily
strong or weak, physically large or small or industrially
great or not is of very little importance in today's
world. Each of us has a voice and a place to beheard
rthat is important. We have voluntarily founded and
joined this world-wide Organization that has the power
to make us or break us.
175. The United Nations, far from being toothless,
possesses in its very structure the most ter:rible weapon
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the world has ever known. That weapon is not a police
force; it is not the use of violence of any kind. It is
simply concerted action by all Members of the United
Nations, when a rebelliousMember flouts the Assem
bly's majority decision. A united world-wide economic
boycott against the offender will do more than anything
else to make him see the gravity of his mistake. We
need determined unity. With that we can solve all
problems.
176. I hope a United Nations boycott will never have
to be called against a Member nation. But let us not
forget that it is there, Iikefate, waiting.

, 177. I have mentioned the pessimism that exists to
day in the political circles of the world. But I have
not mentioned the great upsurge of hope that is sweep
ing through the peoples of the world. They are looking
to us. In desperation they are placing their trust in us.
If we fail them, we will have failed a sacred trust; we
win be less than useless as men, and as members' of
this great, united body. We have a job to do. We must
sweep aside uncertainty and hesitancy and accomplish

, that job with all speed. The peoples of the world are
waiting,
178. Mr. URQUIA (El Salvador) (translated from
Spanish): Guillermo Ferrero,' the famous writer, in
the prologue to his masterly study of the role played
by Talleyrand at the Congress of Vienna, wrote the
following admirable passage: ,

"Adventure and reconstruction: this is the labour
of Sisyphus to which humanity is condemned and
which it is performing, in most instances, without
realizing that it is doing so."

Further on, with the profound wisdom and sagacity of
the true philosopher of history, he continues:

"Wandering in an. imaginary world, we have lost
more and more our sense of the great realities of life.
We no longer know exactly what is meant by war,
peace, revolution, order, justice, law, power and
legitimacy. Our ideas of all these essential facts have
become confused, contradictory, elastic, mobile ami
partially or completely unreal."

179. Although these words were written more than
a quarter of a century ago, the ideas they express still
retain their vividness and appear likely to remain a
true expression of what man has been, what he is and
what he will be to the end of time. It would be difficult
to describe more accurately or more colourfully the
atmosphere of uncertainty, confusion, contradiction and
spiritual penury in which we live today.
180. Although not yet fully recovered from the great
losses they suffered during the Second World War,
the peoples of the world are once again feeling, the
impact of the errors, ambitions, appetites, injustices
and incomprehension of their leaders. Fortunately, the
nations of the world now have this Organization, which
serves both as the main centre for unification of all
efforts for peaceful co-operation and of all endeavours
to achieve friendship and understanding between men
who wish to have a civilized, decent and productive life
for themselves and for their sons, and as the, highest
and most diligent, guardian of international peace
andorder~' , '
181. As evidence of the Organization's value .in the
first of these capacities, I might quote the happy results

,(}f the conference, recently held in this very hall under
the auspices of the United Nations, which drew up
the statute of the International Atomic Energy Agency.

182. As an example of the second capacity, I should
like to mention the manner in which this General
Assembly, in two emergency special sessions and now
in the present session, has been dealing with the most
immense, urgent and painful political problems of our
time: those of the Middle East and Eastern Europe.
183. Just as we have' often wondered what would
have become of the Republic of Korea had it not been
for the resolutions adopted by the Security Council in
1950 and the military action which ensued, we may
wonder today what would have become of Egypt if the
General Assembly, acting as it did and is continuing
to do in lieu of the Security- Council, had not adopted
a series of resolutions designed to protect that little
country and to restore law and order in that area, which
had been disturbed in an evil hour by the violent action
of three Member States.
184. It is only fair to recognize-and my delegation
makes no secret of its pleasure in so doing-'that in the
case of Egypt the Governments of Israel, the United
Kingdom and France have heeded, up to a certain
point, the recommendations and appeals addressed to
them by the General Assembly. Thanks to this attitude,
we already discern on the horizon, not only the pos
sibility of a complete withdrawal of the invading forces,
but also a possible solution to or at least, an improve
ment in the Suez Canal problem and the more serious
and more enduring general problem of Palestine.
185. How different is the picture presented by the
desolate, fearful, farcical and almost irremediable situa
tion in Hungary I All protests and all appeaisso far
have come up against the arrogant and imperialistic
attitude of a great Power, the Soviet Union-appeals
not only from the General Assembly of the United
Nations but also from many Governments and frOm
many humanitarian institutions and associations anx
ious to alleviate in some way the sufferings inflicted
upon a people devoted, to peace and valiant to the
point of sacrifice by the foreign invaders and-sad
to say-by some unworthy sons of that martyrized
and oppressed Hungarian people.
186. The pages of history will record the. dismal
events in the Middle East and in Eastern Europe,
and they will doubtless not fail to mention the fact
that whereas the United Kingdom, French and Israel
Governments showed some evidence of respect for
the decisions of the United Nations, the men of the
Kremlin remained unheeding and inflexible while they
committed, in a most crafty manner .and-e-what is
worse-with impunity" the most barbarous outrage
suffered by any small country during this century.
187. My country is imbued with traditions of liberty,
independence, dignity, respect for law and order, and
sympathy and magnanimity towards oppressed men
and peoples. .
188. It was a worthy Salvadorian priest, Father Jose
Matias Delgado, who, on 5 November 1811, fired with
patriotic fervour, climbed the steeple of La Merced
church, in the centre of San Salvador, and uttered the
first cry' for the independence of Central America. In
the first quarter of the last century, shortly after we
had assumed independence and long b~ore Abraham
Lincoln, that great American, took similar action in
his country, another heroic priest of El Salvador,
Father Jose Simeon Cafias y Villacorta, made a moving
and solemn appeal to the Central American Constituent
Assembly, of which he was a member, for the immediate
ant' complete abolition of slavery in Central America.
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189. This will explain why El Salvador is always to
be found on the side of worthy causes.

190. Here in the United Nations, as formerly in the
League of Nations at Geneva, as well as in the Organi
zation of American States and in that promising new
body, the Organization of Central American States,
my country has always been one of the staunchest
defenders of all sound and lofty causes. Some of the
representatives here today will recall. that great oc
casion when, at the Sixth International Conference of
American States; held in 1928 in the fair capital of
Cuba, Mr. Gustavo Guerrero, my eminent compatriot,
vigorously supported the proclamation in this hemi
sphere, as part of American international law, of the
principle of non-intervention by any State in the affairs
of another, a principle which has been enshrined since
193~ in various important inter-American documents,
including the Charter of the Organization of American
States, or the Bogota Charter, one which no serious
statesman or jurist worthy of the name would venture
to question.

191. According to the American concept, and to quote
the very words of article 15 of the Bogota Charter: .

"No State or group of States has the right to
intervene, directly or indirectly, for any reason
whatever, in the internal or external affairs of any
other State. The foregoing principle prohibits not
only armed force but also any other form of inter
ference or attempted threat against the personality
of the State or against its political, economic and
cultural elements."

192. These points I have outlined will explain why
the representatives of El Salvador, like the representa
tives of the other Latin American countries, have
always striven and will continue to strive to maintain
or restore respect for the principles of the Charter of
the United Nations, particularly those principles con
cerning mutual respect between States, the self
determination of peoples, and respect for human rights
and fundamental freedoms.

193. As I do not .wish to tax your patience with a
long speech, I have merely sought to express a few
general ideas which I believe reflect adequately the
lines upon which the Salvadorian representatives are
prepared to act in the debates of this General Assembly
and in the various Committees. We shall have an
opportunity to refer, during this eleventh session, to
the most important problems and issues on the agenda
of the General Assembly: international political prob
lems, legal, economic, financial, .social, humanitarian
and cultural problems, as also the problems of the
peoples living under the Trusteeship System and the
indigenous inhabitants of the Non-Self-Governing
Territories.

194. I should not like to conclude without offeri'1g
the President, both personally and on behalf of my
Government, our sincere congratulations on his unani
mous election to his high office, in these particularly
grave circumstances when it would seem that a wind
of death is blowing about the world. His wisdom and
patience, his experience and his profound and noble
understanding of life lead us to hope that this General
Assembly will succeed in avoiding the obstacles and
hazards of our time and will bring a little tranquillity
to the minds of those who are justifiably tormented
at the obvious danger of a new universal conflagration,
which sometimes seems inevitable.

195.· The President, may count upon the intelligent
and diligent co-operation of Mr. Hammarskjold, our
indefatigable Secretary-General, and on the resolute
and constant co-operation of the majority of the dele
gations which, like the delegation I have the honour
to lead, would wish to see inscribed in large letters
over the portals of this home of the family of nations
a great Mexican statesman's immortal phrase: "Peace
is respect for the rights of others". .
196. Mr. CA~AS (Costa Rica) (translated from,
Spanish) :.The delegation of Costa Rica is most grati
fied at the election of Prince Wan Waithayakon as
President of the General Assembly, and welcomes the
opportunity to work under his guidance. We. have al
ready received confirmation of that Judiciousness and
wisdom to which we have looked forward when we took
part in the election, that was an act of unanimity as
well as a unique and well deserved vote of confidence.
My delegation 311so. wishes to extend a cordial welcome
to the new Member States that are present for the first
time at this meeting of the nations and win give lustre
to our debates with new ideas and new points of view.
197. We are gathered here while the world around us
is in a state of convulsion and feverish commotion, the
like of which we have perhaps not seen since this
Organization first convened the nations of the world in
1945. It is our fate to be both spectators and chief
actors in an age of turmoil. Whether we like it or not,
we are living in a world undergoing transformation
before the astonished 'gaze of humanity, as it seeks to
comprehend and assimilate this veritable revolution of
uncommon proportions which has taken place in the
world since the glorious day marking the end of the
frightful nightmare of the Second WO11ld War.
198. This earth is still the scene of bloodshed and tyr
anny. We live in a world half slave and half free, and
l)f each of the continents constituting the globe we can
still say that it is but half free and half 'slave. Tyranny
and bloodshed, oppression and misery, the cruel strug
gle for freedom and the cruel repression of liberty are
not the exclusive heritage of any region.
199. In this hall we have just held two emergency
special sessions, the first in the history of the Organi
zation. It is as if, in a few fatal weeks of horror, the
internal pressures had suddenly burst all the safety
valves, allowing conflicts to erupt simultaneously.
200. It was then that mankind turned its eyes towards
the United Nations, ·the world Organization which it
sometimes criticizes, of which the incredulous at times
make a jest, which is often dismissed sceptically 'as im
potent to satisfy the aspirations of every heart, yet, as
we see, without which we cannot live.
201. We must examine our consciences thoroughly
before we decide if the UnitedNations has done this
time what we expected of it. Even if the results have
not been as fully satisfactory as had been hoped, we
shall not he discouraged. There are reasons why we
should begin this new stage of our recurrent labours in
a spirit of optimism. Although our intervention has not
yet been sufficient to restore the freedom and rights of
the people of Hungary, we can at least 'say that our
action successfully localized the conflict that broke out
in the Near East, and that at one point seemed dose
to involving us in a war of incalculable and suicidal
proportions.
202. Those two matters continue to overshadow our
work. For this year, we would have preferred a Gen
eral Assembly devoted to a friendly study of the many
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'-·economic, social and juridical difficulties confronting the
world. God, however, willed it otherwise; that we
should gather here beneath the ominous shadow of
those two great problems which confronted the United
Nations at the beginning of November.
203. We must pay a humble and devoted tribute to
the people of Hungary and speak of them with respect
and reverence, There may have been peoples that
equalled the Hungarians in valour, but there has,been
none to surpass them. We must bend all our energies
and devote our minds to solving this problem.
204. Certain' delegations having a special interest in
the matter have told us here that this question is closed
to us because it falls within the domestic jurisdiction of
a Member State. We have also been told that if the
Soviet army came into Hungary with fire and sword,
it did so at the invitation of that country's Government. "
205. During the emergency special session, we said
[569th meeting] that since two countries were con
cerned in this matter, it could no longer be considered
a question of domestic jurisdiction. We said further
that the prohibition referred to in paragraph 7 of
Article 2 of the Charter could not be invoked with
regard to a matter in which two sovereignties were
concerned or involved, since it had' been included in
the constitution Qf the Organization only for cases
relating to a single sovereignty.
206. Here in the United Nations we heard the mes
sage, so full of anguish, of the Hungarian Prime Min
ister, Mr. Nagy,. appealing for the aid of the United
Nations because the Soviet army was being hurled
against his country. Later we learned that, thanks to
the efforts of that army, there was another government
in Hungary, and it is that new government-so we are
expected to believe-that summoned the Soviet troops.
How could it have summoned them; considering that
the action of the Soviet troops had begun while that
government was not yet in office? Or did it summon
them before it was in office, when it was merely an
entelechy in the minds of those who were planning to
impose it?
207. It is obvious to any student of the situation that
the action of the Soviet armies was not the work of
the present Hungarian Government but, on the other
hand, that that Government is the creature of the
Soviet armies.
208. Every aggression tends to change conditions in
the State attacked. But we would be foolish if, after
the aggression had been completed and its purposes
achieved, we were to accept the explanations and justi
fications offered by those' who are the beneficiaries of
the new state of affairs and of the aggression.
209•. Despite all this, the situation in Hungary allows
us some hope, however faint and fearful, because it
shows that the aspirations for freedom and independ
ence cannot be destroyed. Moreover, the action of the
United Nations in connexion with the events in the
Ne~r East. encourages the optimism of those of u's who
believe, officially and personally, that this Organization,
in simple words, is the hope of the world.
210. For the small countries, such as mine, which in
the conduct of their domestic affairs aspire to follow the
example of the nations we call the Western democra
cies, it was in great sorrow that we were compelled to
sit here in judgement on the deeds of France and the
United Kingdom. These were not actions we have been
accustomed to expect from nations that are the cham
pions of the principles which are the very essence of

JOur desires. We came here as their friends to 'show
them, 'by our votes,' that we held them to he mistaken
in this matter and that we sided with the United
States which-at a truly outstanding moment in its
history-«was resolutely assuming the leadership of the
world and telling its allies and friends, in behalf of
principles to which we all subscribe, that this time we
were not with them because the methods they were
using conflicted with those set forth in the Charter of
the United Nations.
211. The conflagration in the Near Erst has been
brought under control. The cease-fire ordered by the
General Assembly has been obeyed by the nations con
cerned, as a respectful gesture to the Assembly's
opinion. Their compliance has earned them the respect
of the entire world. Our Emergency Force is gradu
ally accomplishing its assigned mission. But we cannot
afford to relax until we have' eliminated the causes of
tension. We must not be satisfied with a fragile tran
quillity, but must bind ourselves to bring about a real
peace in that part of the world.
212. During the debate on the conflagration which
threatened to spread from Egypt to the rest of· the
world, we said [563rd meeting]. that Costa Rica had
been unable to join the group of nations proclaiming
Israel an aggressor, because it had taken action-s-in
violation of an armistice, it is true-against a State
'which for eight years had been waging declared war
against Israel. There was, to 'be sure, a suspension of
hostilities, but peace had not been established.
213. Thus, we came here to deplore the violation of
the armistice. We could not, however, overlook thefaot
that the country which was now a victim of military
action had for many years threatened the territorial
integrity of the State that bad undertaken the action.
214. We said, and we repeat today, that our most
sacred duty is to ensure Iastingpeace in those lands.
We must not '£orgetthat Israel is the child Of' the
United Nations, engendered by the Organization in an
act of justice many centuries overdue. The obligations
of parents do not end when the child is born. The
United Nations has the ineluctable moral obligation to
watch over the welfare and tranquillity of the State it
created, because the progress and success of that State
will be a measure of the progress and success of this
Organization.
215. We cannot but ,feel deep apprehension as we
hear voices in Asia Minor still proclaiming that Israel
must be obliterated from the face of the earth. This is
tantamount to declaring war against a State created by
this Assembly, But no stroke of the Assembly's pen
could now erase the moving and impressive achieve
ments, the progress and development of the people of
Israel in that inhospitable land. The incredible
efforts which have gone into this experiment in c0
operative and democratic Jiving, and the incredible re"
sultsachieved, inspired one of my country's outstanding
statesmen to describe Israel as "the world of the
twenty-first century".
216. ,It is therefore urgent that peace be achieved.
The existence of a progressive and democratic State
in the Iand of Palestine, already a juridical and tangible
fact, must be accepted. This Assembly must urgently
devote itself to a careful scrutiny of every possible
formula until we succeed in establishing peace in those
regions, so that the magnanimous peoples of the Near
East, under the guarantee and auspices of this Assem
bly, may again devote themselves to' working in peace
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226. The PRESIDENT: I call upon the representa..
tive of Israel on a point of order.
227. Mr. EBAN (Israel): I seek the indulgence of
the General Assembly for the purpose of giving infer
mation on a matter of deep and alarming concern to the
conscience of mankind.
:~28. Yesterday the Israel Minister for Foreign Af.
fairs addressed a letter to the President [A/3398]
calling attention to alarming reports of official acti()~
which the Government of Egypt is at present taking
against the Jewish community of Egypt. These reports
are. confirmed and substantiated by further material
which has come to our hands from many sources and
by authentic reports appearing in the Press. '
229. In addition to the informa.tion conveyed to the
President in the letter from the Israel Minister for
Foreign Affairs, I am now able to add the following
disquieting information.
230. As a protest against the policy of racial terror
and persecution now initiated by the Government of
Egyp~, His Eminence the ~hief.Rabbi of. ~gypt has
felt himself compelled to resign his post, which he has
held for many years.
231. The Jewish population in Egypt, without distinc..
tio~ of nationality, is being subjected on a purely racial
baSIS to persecution, and a great number have been de
prived of their liberty and are held in detention, many
of them in concentration camps.
232. Jews are now 'being deported from Egypt en
masse, and these include not only stateless persons who
have lived in Egypt for many years, and even for gen.
erations, but also Jews who have been suddenly and

.ar.bitrarily deprived of their Egyptian nationality and
Jews of Italian and Greek citizenship. Hundreds of
those deported are at this moment on their way or have
arrived by aeroplane in Switzerland or by ship in

'\ France, Greece and Italy.
233. The property of Iarge numbers of Jewish families
has been confiscated. Their bank accounts have been
blocked under a special decree.
234. A particularly vicious feature of these deporta
tions consists in the detention by the Egyptian authori·
ties of individual members of deported families, who
remain in Egypt as hostages. As a result, most of the
refugees now arriving in Europe are afraid to speak of
their experiences and of what is happening to others.
235. The Egyptian Government has gone so far as to
deprive, by special decree, Jews of Egyptian nationality
of their citizenship-an act in the direct Nazi tradition.
Those deported are denied essential funds and are de
nied permission to take with them their personal effects.
236. In this connexion, the international community
should recall that Egypt is a party to the Geneva Con
vention relative to the protection 'of civilian personsitl
time of war, concluded on 12 August 1949. ThesalQ
Convention says in article 4:

"Persons protected by the Convention are those
who, at a given moment and in any manner whatso
ever, find themselves, in case of a conflict oroccups
tion,in the hands of a party to the conflict or occupy
ing Power of which they are not nationals,"

Article 27 of the said Convention provides that pro
tected persons shall at all times be humanely treated,
without any adverse distinction based in particular on
race or religion or political opinion.
237. .The racial aspect of this persecution IS hi~h
lighted by the fact that Jews of Italian and Greek na-
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for their progress and happiness. Let there be an end
to warlike adventures in that traditional and ancient
land and, through the efforts of the United Nations,
let us see the hands of seven nations stretched out in
friendly co-operation instead of seven fists raised in
thr~t. .
217. Small nations like my own, which wield little
influence and play only a modest role in the chess game
of global politics, cannot but think with fear of any pos
sible weakening in this Organization. By placing all
their determination and 'good will behind the Organiza
tion, they have the prospect of deriving immeasurable
advantages from it. Those advantages, however, are
incompatible with the existence of conflicts.
218. The benefits to which I refer include the techni
cal .assistance programme, of which my country has
been one of the principal beneficiaries. The Teohni
cal Assistance Administration has allocated a 'sum
of $588,000 for programmes that are being carried out
.in my country, but that amount is in reality much
greater if we add to it the value of other intangible
services made available to us. One hundred and seven
teen citizens of Costa. Rica have been granted scholar
ships under the Programme, while fifty-nine experts
have co-operated with Costa Rican authorities in carry
ing out projects.
219. The Centro Latinoamericano de Entrenamiento
para Estadistica Agrlcola [Latin American Centre for
Training in Agricultural Statistics] had its headquar
ters in my country, where also the Eseuela Superior de
Administraci6n Publica'de la America Central (Higher
School of Public Administration of Central America]
is conducted, and the beneficial results in the technical
training of public officials from the five countries of
Central America are already apparent.
220. Costa Rica has also received assistance in child
welfare and chemical research. Aid was given to the
Instituto Costarricense de Electricidad in carrying out
preliminary studies for the erection of two hydroelectric
plants. .
221. The recently organized Instituto de Vivienda y
Urbanismo [Institute of Housing and Town Planning]
received in its initial stage effective assistance from an
expert sent by the Technical Assistance Administra
tion. And in housing and town planning as well as in
municipal administration, civil aviation, teacher train
ing and secondary education, we have had the benefit
of scholarships that have enabled officials to take spe
cialized training.
222. Vocational training; health, agriculture, nutri
tion, fisheries, animal husbandry and agricultural sta
tistics. are some of the activities or spheres in which the
people of Costa Rica have received encouragement,
assistance or advice under the various technical assist
ance programmes.
223. It is only fitting, therefore, that we should take
advantage of our. participation in the ~. 'neral debate
to express our tribute to and our gratitude for that
programme, and to the men who direct and administer
it for the benefit of our various peoples.
224. An Organization capable of performing such
services must not perish. We are meeting here for the
eleventh time, in fulfilment of the purpose, first set
forth in 1945 and reiterated each succeeding year with
increasing determination, not to let it fail, but to <i.~vote

all our efforts to strengthening and enhancing it.
225. It is in such a spirit of dedication, work, faith
and hope that Costa Rica has come to this Assembly.
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tlonality, with whose Governments Egypt has no con
flict at 3111, are treated in the same manner as Jews of
British, French or,Egyptian nationality; and as stateless
persons,
238. Article'34 of the Geneva Convention provides
that the taking of hostages is prohibited. Article 49 lays
down that individual or mass forcible transfers, as well
as deportations of protected persons, are prohibited, re-

, gardless of their motives. .
239. Finally, it should be remembered that Egypt is
a party to the Convention on the Prevention and Pun
ishment of the' Crime of Genocide, article ,n of which
states that the deliberate inflicting on a group of con
dittons of life calculated to bring about its physical
destruction, in whole or in part, constitutes an act of
genocide. "
240. This act is also contrary to the accepted rules of
International law and to article 15 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, under which no one liv
ing in any country shall be arbitrarily deprived of his
nationality.
241. My delegation believes that, as a matter of ele
mentary human conscience, the General Assembly can
not ignore these grave facts. We hold that immediate
steps should be taken to investigate the situation of the
Jews in Egypt through the authorized representatives
of the United Nations.
242. At this moment the cease-fire is many days old.
Implementation isin progress for compliance with the
resolutions of the General Assembly concerned with
the withdrawal of troops' from Egypt and other related
matters. Across these horizons for the reduction of ten
sion there come these brutal acts reminiscent of the
racist dictatorships of Europe earlier in this century.
We cannot fail to recall with emotion that in the Sinai
peninsula Egyptian vehicles were found marked with a
swastika, and that hundreds of copies of Hitler's Mein
Kampf in Arabic translation were found among the
personal equipment of Egyptian troops.
243. Grave anxiety prevails in Israel with reference
also to the fate of the prisoners now held under Egyp
tian control. The Government of the Netherlands was
refused permission by the Government of Egypt to pro
tect the interests of those prisoners of war under inter
national conventions on the grounds that Egypt is not
aware of the existence of a State of Israel.
244. These are clearly elements in a picture of the
utmost gravity. The Government of Israel is convinced
that the conscience of the world will awaken urgently
to this arbitrary and inhuman assault on a helpless and
defenceless community.
245. We call for the immediate cessation of this per
secution and we announce that the doors of the State of
Israel are open to all Egyptian Jews who are able to
and who wish to seek their shelter. '
246. The PRESIDENT: I call upon the representa
tive of. Egypt.
247. Mr. FAWZI (Egypt): Some of the representa
tives here might have thought that when the repre
sentative of Israel asked to speak on a point of order
he did so in order to tell the General Assembly of the
compliance of Israel with the repeated resolutions of
the General Assembly calling on Israel to put an end
to its aggression and to withdraw its armed forces from
Egypt. Some of the representatives here might have
thought that the representative of Israel,was going to
tell the Assembly that the people of Gaza, whose ill luck
has put them under Israel authority, were not being
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manhandled any more,' were not being humiliated, were
not being shot at indiscriminately-as' has been recog
nized by the Israel Government itself, although in a
covered and escapist way.
248. But of course that could not be. We' shallall' be
waiting in vain to be told about any of these matters
until it is the pleasure of Israel, in a leisurely fashion
and when it desires, to do that. We heard about ru
mours-i-they do not even amount to the half-way status
of being called news--that certain things were sup"
posed to have happened to the Jewish inhabitants in
Egypt.
249. First of all, and shall 1 say parenthetically, we
are all entitled to question the warrant which Israel
claims for itself to speak for all the Jews in the world.
We want, to know, does Israel really consider that all
the Jews in the world. belong to it? We should at least
out of curiosity wish t(~i1nd out whether this is exactly
to the liking of the countries outside Israel in which
people of Jewish religion live and of which these people
of Jewish religion are nationals.
250. But continuing with the main theme of the point
of order of the Israel representative, I think it Isabun
dantly clear that whatever he told us here and whatever
we have been reading during the .last two or three days
in some papers, by some writers from certain sources,
that all that is being done on purpose; and I shall come
to this point. It has no valid basis on 'which to rely.
There is no element of substantiation' which. can.he.ac..
cepted by us here as serious people trying to deal seri
ously with our work. They are just rumours and, worse
than that, many unfactual rumours.
251. This is just one more cycle of a manoeuvre in
which Israel and, obviously, its two illustrious asso
ciates are indulging, which is keeping ~he111 very busy
these last few days. It is a cycle of a war of attrition
and of slander against Egypt, of which the purpose
and the motive and the objective is much too obvious
to need any clarification in detail here. But 1 will just
touch upon it. Of course, and most logically, it is very
convenient for a group, like Israel, which is obstinately
defying the resolutions of the General Assembly and
defying decency and the opinion of the whole world,
not to like such positions, not to feel comfortable in
continuing In them. It is a bit too hot for them to be
there. So what do they do? They try to wriggle out of
it. But no matter where they go, they find the whole
world staring at them in contempt. So they are now
trying to outflank this position and their difficulties
with it by creating a big balloon which, as they blow it
more and more, will, I am sure, explode in their 'own
faces.
252. Up to the present time I have not received in
formation that the Grand Rabbi in Egypt has resigned.
I have been told, up to the present time, that he has not.
As for the treatment of the Jews in Egypt, and without
making any legalistic difficulties as regards the matter,
I ca!l say a few things immediately, Oneof them is my
straightforward and clear-cut confession that there have
been a few Jews who have been put in custody in
Egypt. A very few Jews have been put in custody in
Egypt, either because they were dangerous to others or
because they were dangerous to themselves, or because
they were both.
253. It was abundantly dear to the Egyptian Govern
ment that these people were dangerous to the safety of
the State. I do not have to wonder whether any of the
Governments represented herewould tolerate this situ
ation or sit still in the face of people who are dangerous
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placed in custody, and their property was dealt with in,
a much mote robust fashion than is being followed now
by the Egyptian Government in relation to the Jews in
Egypt. And I might say that, if any kind of comparison
be made between all this .and the massacres by world
political Zionism of the Arab' people at Qibya, Nab,.,
halin and Deir Yasin, and now .at Gaza again, one
would have hoped-I myself did not, for obvious rea
sons-sthat what we have just heard from the repre
sentative of Israel would have been kept to himself and
not told to this Assembly. .

257. At the same time, and in all humility, may I re
call a fact which I hope will not be denied-and, if ;it
is, the blame will not be on me or on the fact as a fact.
The J ewislt people-not only in Egypt but in all Arab
lands, without exception-have lived and prospered,
Never a massacre. Not a single: ghetto. They were
treated as wellas,' and, perhaps a little better than, our
own nationals, our own brothers and. sisters.
258. The PRESIDENT : I have been asked whether
this matter is a point of order. Frankly, I would say
that in normal circumstances it would not be ~ point of
order. However, in view of the precedent set during the
special sessions, I allowed the statement by the repre
sentative of Israel on a point of order. Having done
that, I allowed the representative of Egypt to speak,
because he had a right to be heard. But this is not a
matter for discussion at this juncture. As the members
of the Assembly know, lam in favour of full freedom
of discussion-and if, after consideration, there is a
desire for discussion, I will find time and opportunity
for it. I have two more speakers on my list. However,
if I allowed them to speak, I would have to allow
others. I would therefore ask the representatives whQ
have indicated their desire to speak to forgo the oppor
tunity now, and I am sure that later on they will have
an opportunity to discuss the matter.
" The meeting rose at 6.40 p.m.

to the safety of the State and, for that matter, to their
own safety, arid do nothing about it. The answer is
obvious. Some of them are in custody, but quite safe.
Another few, especially those who have been living in
Port Said-and to the best of my krv~wledge, it was
not the Egyptian Government and the ,Egyptian army
that bombed Port Said-have fled because the aero
planes of the tripartite aggression could not pick the
Jews out in Port Said so as not to bombard them. They
are clever enough, but that could not be done.
254. So the Jews in Port Said found themselves in
danger, and they had to leave-which they did" But
under' what conditions? We treated' them like any
Egyptians getting out of Egypt. We allowed them to
take with them the same amount of money, whether
they were the ones who came from Port Said or the
few others who. came from other parts of the country,
that any Egyptian, or any national of another country
than Egypt, would have been allowed to take with him
when leaving. To the best of my knowledge, their-prop
erty has not to date been confiscated. As to the rest of
their money, we are studying the question of what to
do about it, of finding ways and means to allow them
to get their money in due course.
255. The Jewish community in Egypt, as is the .case
with the Jewish communities in other countries; is very
prosperous, extremely rich, and, in the stresses and
strains of our present difficulties with foreign exchange,
and so on-thanks to the activities of Israel and its
associates-it did not seem advisable clr wise for a
Government to allow people to pull out. their capita!
all of a sudden and thus affect or undermine the values
and the'economy of the country.
256. In this connexion, one thinks of what was done,
for example, with Germans and Italians in the United
Kingdom and France during the war. To the best of
my .recollection, the British and French Governments
did not send them bouquets every morning. They were
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